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A Taste Of Illusion. The Art Of Loris Greaud
Mattia Casalegno

A candy with no taste, a fiction

without images, a solo without guitar,

a movie screen that goes blank as you

get close to it.  Loris Gréaud‘s work is

a captivating voyage in a world of

reversed perceptions, where it’s

possible to hear a color, see a sound,

realize a score as an architecture and

an architecture as music.

This eclectic and prolific artist

engages with all kinds of media while

maintaining a linear and coherent

aesthetic trajectory. The multimedia

project Cellar-Door, a fiction having

the artist’s own studio as its main

character, and consisting of a

performance, a series of installations,

a concert and a musical score, has

been shown at the Palais de Tokio in

2008. Since then his productions have

followed increasingly striking and

extraordinary directions.

In 2004 he established the research

studio DGZ (Dölger, Greaud, Ziakovic),

in partnership with a designer and an

architect, with the declared mission to

“cancel borders between disciplines.”

Such interdisciplinarity is borne from

the impromptu of his aesthetics, often

inspired by scientific discourse. His

last DGZ project, “Why is a Raven Like

a Writing Desk” � from the famous

Alice in Wonderland quote � is an

actual nano-sculpture co-produced

with the CNRS (Centre National

Recherche Scientifique) and was

shown at Frieze Fair in 2006.

I was just reading the Weschler

conversations with Robert Irwin

(“Seeing is Forgetting the Name of the

Thing One Sees”), in which Irwin

speaks about the differences between

science and art: scientists tend to
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operate through a logical process in

the material world, while artists “deal

with the overall complexity of which

all the logical subsystems are merely

segments, and they deal with them

through the intuitive side of human

potential – and here inconsistencies

are as meaningful as consistencies.”

Later in the book, Irwin, underlining

the similarities between the two, uses

the term inquiry as “the open-ended

project of the passionately curious.”

And it’s exactly the strength and

coherence of such inquiry that stand

out in the work of Gréaud, an inquiry

which he himself defines as a real

obsession and by whose urgency and

coherence his aesthetic is informed.

Mattia Casalegno: You have a

background in music composition and

are always been interested in the

ideas of synaesthesia and the

interweaving of audio and visual

languages. What is compelling to me

it’s the way you address such issues,

by substraction, going in an opposite

direction from the mainstream

approach. I’m thinking ad example at

your projects Silence goes more
quickly when played backwards
curated by Caroline Bourgeois and the

video piece with Lee Ranaldo showed

at Miami Basel in 2008. Can you talk

more about these pieces?

Loris Gréaud: I think this idea of

working by “substraction” is somehow

driven by the conceptual aspect of

the process and by the answering of

some obsessions. I have a background

in experimental cinema and I started

to produce movies after some

experiences in experimental music

and sound design. With post

production and editing I was already

able to put together some knowledge,

ideas and visions about images and

sound interactions and synergies, or

the opposite.

I made two projects, DarkSide and

Outdated Film: the first one is a

projection room and a cinema screen

with some reminiscences from “2001

Space Odissey” � which came in mind

thinking at this notion of “intelligent

form”. The installation is diffusing a

fiction I wrote and realized in super

16mm film: if you walked into the

space by the back of the screen, you

could hear the soundtrack and see the

abstract hallow of lights around the

screen coming from the movie itself.

The Outdated Film project was

another experiment. I bought a large
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amount of outdated 16mm sensitive

film from the ’90. I made a bunch of

tests in lab, to test the printing

capacity of the film, which revealed �

just as I thought – that the film was

completely outdated and that no

images would be printed, except

abstract forms of light and chemical

reactions.

I decided to put up a complete film

crew, with a casting directed in south

France, a great operator chief, and a

executive producer for the realization

of a 25 minutes fiction. During the 3

weeks of shooting I didn’t tell anyone

that the film was unable to produce

any proper image, and that the work

was more about realizing and filming

the fiction the best we could in a way

that on a complete abstract level a

story will not be revealed, the abstract

images containing the fiction.

As you can imagine showing the

exposed film for the first time to the

crew and explaining the real project

generated a huge mess ! At the end

there was only one person link that

keep talking to me, but at least the

movie is beautiful, and I love pushing

this idea link to the film material itself

of an unrevealed story, stuck forever

in the abstraction level.

Another project that somehow plays

and deal with the same kind of

questions is my collaboration with Lee

Ranaldo. I’ve asked Lee to travel to

Paris for a recording session in the

famous anechoic chamber of IRCAM,

immortalized by John Cage. Here we

were recording the soundtrack for the

movie: One thousand way to enter
whose final version is still in

production.

In the anechoic chamber Lee had any

guitar, and I just asked him to deeply

think the most beautiful guitar solo he

could imagine. We recorded him

thinking with super precise

microphones, a total silence full of

mental crazy guitar riffs.

Mattia Casalegno: What’s your

personal take on the concept of

synaesthesia? How do you think it

changed with the advent of the digital

era?

Loris Gréaud: I’m really fascinated by

the synaestesia under a neurological

aspect, especially related with the

concept of “grapheme”: people that

experience letters, words, and

numbers in color sensation. It’s a great
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transfer and equivalence: to look at

the works of great grapheme

synaestetes and suddenly you can

transform things threw neurological

condition. One could imagine,

Kandinsky, Nabakov, Nicola Tesla and

Rimbeau cryptographed … it could be

nice to re-code some paintings,

writings, inventions by other

synaestethes, like a color sensation-

translation and so on.

Mattia Casalegno: You got expelled

from the Conservatoire de Musique in

Paris after setting up a recording

studio “to stop music”. What was your

intent?

Loris Gréaud: This come from the

cultural and aesthetic choc that I got

when I discovered the early works and

thoughts of Stockhausen and then the

complete ouvre of Cage, a sort of

cultural combination similar to a

dietCoke and Mentos

(/www.youtube.com/watch?v=9vk4_

2xboOE) or cocaine and heroine as

speedball. Some ideas, like the

concept of un-played notes, will last

forever and have become a pattern

for most of my productions, especially

in regard to the fact that you need

also to listen to un-played notes in a

score and be aware of the missing gap

between two works, and that maybe

the things unsaid are more important

than the told/loud ones. I had this

idea at the time of setting up an

“unlearning workshop”: it requires a

lot of work to unlearn, but it’s a gate

that is important to go through,

making a huge ellipse, to say that you

cannot stop someone that don’t know

where he’s going, admitting you arrive

at this point where you’re completely

lost.. maybe at the end is like a Ballard

highway that will open up to you?

Mattia Casalegno: You had the great

honor and greater burden to have a

solo show at the Palais the Tokio so

early in your career. I was wondering

how did you managed to have such

commission, but even more how did

you approached the whole project

and how did you find a balance

between the singularities of your

pieces and the overall narrative of the

exhibition.

Loris Gréaud: Well, I had the first really

important solo show in 2005 in Paris

at Le Plateau, directed and curated by

Caroline Bourgeois: Silence goes more
quickly when played backwards. It

contains a lot of elements that have

become a complete obsessions for
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me. Regarding the Palais de Tokyo

and the Cellar Door project which I

have started in 2006, I think it’s been

more about the exigence of the body

of work and the amplitude of the

project itself that led to get the whole

space. When you’re dealing with the

game of a Gesamkunstwerke – “the

total work of art” – codes and format,

you need to be as less complex as

possible about it, and this doesn’t

have nothing to do with ego or

megalomaniac, what french historian

Pascal Rousseau defines about Cellar
Door as a “Conceptual Wagnerism” is

absolutely right, all of this have

nothing to do with any kind of

economy or strategies.

Gesamkunstwerke is read as an

artistic suicide, we have to read it

from this point, like a total

combustion. the project is been

developed and expanded afterward at

the ICA in London, Kunsthalle Sankt

Gallen, and at the Conservera

Museum in Spain, Murcia. We are now

working on the final part of the cycle

and editing an important book which

will be the only object that could

bring an overview of the intensity and

the aesthetic endeavour of the

project.

To answer your question I’m not

interested too much in building a

career, neither in developing a

strategy of duration. I’m in constant

combustion, no economy, and this

kind of choices and procedures will

certainly lead me to even more strong

gestures.

Mattia Casalegno: Edgar Allan Poe, C.

S. Lewis, Tolkien, in a way or another

have dealed with the word Cellar
Door, which is considered the most

beautiful word in the English language

in terms of phono-aesthetics, with no

regard for semantics. The most

intriguing aspect to me is that no one

know where this notion come from.
Cellar Door is also the title of a libretto

with a score accompanying the

exhibition. Why did you choose this

name and why did you choose to

write a score?

Loris Gréaud: The title of the project

activate and resonate with the whole

proposal, the myth around Cellar
Door, and in fact what have been

defined by many linguist is the fact

that it is the most beautiful

combination of words especially if you

get an abstract of the meaning and

focus on the sonority. Also you can’t
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really escape what trigger Cellar Door
in terms of mental images and

folklore around it.. it creates

automatically a starting point of for a

narration. The main statement and

experiment around the whole project

is to be able to create a series of

strange equivalences, a kind of

horizontal reflexion and to trigger the

form of a Moebius strip, in a way of

answering questions and obsessions

that have remained so far unresolved

to me.

To bring an example of the complexity

of procedures and thoughts: how can

a series of shows produce an efficient

form to the world that will change my

perception and behavior of the world

and my attitude to it?

It seem that if we use the show as a

starter point to crash things in reality,

using the duration and energy around

the project to crystallize all kinds of

efficient possibilities, and produce for

example the building of my own

studio where I could work,

experiment and live, then this will

automatically change my habits, my

perceptions and my activities.

But how at the same time can we

engage in the design and construction

of such an architecture, and not let it

freeze and immobilize as a graveyard?

If we would be able to raise an

architectural plans and a score that

are not in response to each other but

a real equivalence, an original

becoming redundant, then the

architecture will be the score and the

score will be the architecture. If we’ll

succeed in such experience with

architects and composer and blurring

the borders, it will open up amazing

potentials of disgregations and

mental slippers and a building could

be replayed endlessly, reinterpreted

endlessly.

A musical score is the best format for

new readings and reinterpretations.

Also those chains include beautiful

and effective images. If you listen the

CD of Cellar Door in your car or on

your laptop what are you actually

listening is the studio, and is the

studio that’s entering your space. This

lead us to the idea of an opera that

allow us to first insert a fictional level

on the project, and those writings will

become the only access of the body

of works

displayed in the show and will

become captions (you could only

access the works through samples of

the libretto).

It gives us also the only way of

polyphonie, where people could

speak and talk at the same time,

reproducing the exact process of the

project, and then having the point of

view of a fiction that we’ll push into

reality, fiction become productive and

infiltrating the real.

I then added the exact same process

to the forms and pieces present in
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each show, representing all the

characters of the fiction, they try to

answer all the ideas and obsessions of

the studio itself, it’s a complete

addition with no result and no center

anymore, a project of equivalence

designed with lines and trajectories,

the score is the building, the building

is the show and so on…

Mattia Casalegno: In 2004 with the

architects Dölger and Ziakovic you

created DGZ Research, a

multidisciplinary production studio

that makes the realization of “utopian”

projects possible. Why did you feel

the urge to found your own research

studio? Can you give some glimpses

of its activities?

Loris Gréaud: DGZ ( Dölger, Greaud,

Ziakovic) is been created basically to

render dynamic the idea elaborated

by Michel Foucault of heterotopia. We

decided to start up this company

together after few discussions and

collaborations that have been really

proficient, which could have only

been possible within this undefined

space between an architect, a

designer and an artist coming from

different backgrounds and expertises.

All the work at DGZ research studio is

about erasing boundaries. We start

from an optimal image or idea and

spend the time and energy it requires

to make it real with less compromise

as possible both in terms of aesthetic,

forms or ideas.

Some projects are under development

for more than 7 years: it doesn’t

matter the time it require, we are

working on different scales of time

with no constraints. So far the works

that we have been shown are “The

Residents”, a reproduction of an

actual apartment on ile de la cité in

Paris made only with draft of air and

wind, an architecture of air. And The

CELADOR candy, as a teaser of Cellar
Door, the real branding, design and

commercialization of candy with

absolutely no taste and no flavor, in

the idea that the consumer could

project anything on it. The illusion of a

taste, or the taste of illusion.

And lately the Nano sculptures for the

project: Why is a Raven Like a Writing
Desk?, a real nano sculpture produced

with the help of CNRS (Centre

National de la Recherche Scientifique)

functioning as a micro museum as a

booth in the center of Frieze art Fair,

using the commercial aspect of the

fair to sell invisible forms to the naked

eye..
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http://www.deezer.com/fr/#music/l

oris-greaud-thomas-roussel/cel-

ar-door-69451

http://www.yvon-lambert.com/loris_

gr%E9aud-A23.html
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Gillo Dorfles. Aesthetics, Electronics And
Textuality

Pasquale Napolitano

Artist, designer, art critic and

philosopher; Gillo Dorfles shows to be

an indeed versatile figure, who binds

his own name to the commitment of

constantly explore and analyze

aesthetic and cultural phenomena.

Achieving to become interpreter and

witness of the developing dialectics

between artistic expressions and

industrial production, Dorfles has

been nurturing leading edge groups

and movements, the most well-

known of which are the MAC-

Movimento di Arte Concreta (the

Concrete Art Movement) , founded in

Milan in 1948 together with  Atanasio

Soldati, Bruno Munari e Gianni

Monnet, the aim being to promote a

type of abstractionism freed from any

process of mimesis – and the ADI

(Industrial Design Association), the

creation of which will see Dorfles

himself as protagonist, 12 years later.

His great, insightful interest in the

evolution of both the world and of art,

allowed him to make a remarkable

contribution to after-war Italian

aesthetics.

In his critical investigations, Gillo

Dorfles has often put a special

attention in scrutinizing the social-

anthropological side of aesthetic and

physical phenomena, also by applying

the means of linguistics. He was the

first, as early as in 1951, to identify the

baroque tendencies of contemporary

art, as it’s needless to say how his

reflections on design – which strongly

endorses the aesthetic structuring of

the discipline, rather than clear it

through customs – is still regarded

today as strikingly topical. More in

general, Dorfles’ critique work

between the  Fifties and Sixties has a

true revolutionary significance: his

interest originates from the critical

observation of concrete facts and

elements which are present and yet

subjected to constant mutation and

stratification. He is fascinated by

tastes, fashion vogues, costumes and
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techniques, mass-media

communication means, social

relationships, daily psychopathology.

Far from abandoning his activities,

Dorfles is today working on

publications and researches on

applied arts, design, architecture,

meant both as disciplines and more

broadly as cultural phenomena in

perpetual mutation. This interview

therefore represents an occasion to

comprehend the evolution of the

planning process, through an

exploration of the contemporary

public’s taste, all this by taking into

account the new fields of

technological research and

experimentation. In fact, Dorfles does

not withdraw from tackling new

categories, despite those being yet

detached from applied arts in its

historical acceptation, as for instance

interaction and installations. He, by

that, gives a further proof of analytical

liveliness, not sparing us with the

exceptionally refined vocabulary of

some of the sharp judgements

unmistakably by him.

Pasquale Napolitano: Professor

Dorfles, could you tell us how you

interest towards applied arts and

design originated in first place?

Gillo Dorfles: Since the time when I

wrote the short book “Disegno

Industriale” (“Industrial Design”)

[Einaudi, Torino, 1972] I had realized

that it had become impossible to

completely separate the world of

design and architecture from visual

arts. One cannot, in fact, study

painting and sculpture forgetting

about architecture as well as of

design. This last one, in a sense, was

considered the architecture’s

“cinderella” at the time and that never

sounded right to me: we live

surrounded by design, I would

actually say even more than by

architecture, and therefore it was

impossible not to consider it. That was

the starting point.

There is a parallel development, first

in crafts relating to visual arts, and

then, when crafts get integrated with,

– if not substituted by – design, it

happens that painting and sculpture

paradoxically get absorbed by design

too. In fact, designing an object do

not differ that much as a process from

designing graphics: graphics,

typography, design, they all are

subsets of a wider sector.
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Pasquale Napolitano: In your writings

on the design culture you outlined a

relationship between art and design

starting from the concept of seriality.

Today a large part of art’s artifacts

derive from some serial matrix, whilst

industrial production is increasingly

offering higher level of products-

customization; given that scenario,

where would you see, if ever it still

exists, the difference between those

two universes?

Gillo Dorfles: Of course, being design

basically related to function, it

comprises a quotient that is lacking in

painting and sculpture. Beyond the

matter of form and personal taste, I

believe there are two aspects it due to

point out, which are fundamental

both for design and other Arts:

marketing and functionality. From

that perspective it is clear that

customization of an object simply

consists in one of the features

implemented to identify the object

itself.

At our forefathers’ times there was

nothing like such attribution process

of immaterial value, and in case there

was, that would only be partially:

there maybe was the Louis XVI table,

but then the fork, the spoon, would

not have any, call it, “surname”. The

new way has, from my viewpoint, a

double significance, that is positive on

one side, since it allows to embody a

higher level of appeal in the object,

and but negative on the other

because it generates a sort of

“snobbery” of the object, more often

due to a fashion than to a user’s

supposed fine taste; there is so much

of the characterization of a piece of

clothing, for instance, laying in the

griffe and taking over the relevance of

taste and the quality of the project

Pasquale Napolitano: Along the

Twentieth century design has strongly

influenced the concept of aesthetics.

Also, the concept of commodity is

now crossbreeded and for many

aspects dissolved into the ocean of

communication; how do you think

that this stimulations, together with

the developments of the industry of

culture, have changed aesthetics?

Gillo Dorfles: It is mass culture that

has changed the attitude the man of

the street have towards a world that

was so far precluded  to him. This

recalls me an acquaintance of mine

who totally lacks the slightest bit of

taste and intellectual curiosity and
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that furnished his new flat exclusively

with designers’ pieces. For me, that is

a demonstration that the taste for

non-taste, for mediocre style has

breached in and influenced a number

of environments, albeit in a distorted

way.

Pasquale Napolitano: In the ’60s you

distinguished three categories that

define the design object: seriability,

the aesthetic quotient bond to its

design methods, the mechanical

producibility; given the

aforementioned innovations related

to digitalization, changes of taste and

economic systems, do you believe

that any of those categories should

now be questioned, updated or

replaced?

Gillo Dorfles: I still see those three as

the foundational categories,

especially seriability: serial production

is fundamental. To me, design for a

single, unique object never had a

reason to exist. Seriality is stronger

than functionality. However, if you ask

me to ‘update’ these categories, I can

add that, according to me, today

designing needs to take spatialization

into account too.

Pasquale Napolitano: About that:

since you have listed amongst the

characteristics of design, in relation to

architecture, the fact of being “Micro”,

small-scaled, don’t you think that

whole range of communication design

objects like maps, diagrams etc.. and

even more audiovisual artifacts (as

Studio Azzurro installations),

overwhelm space in an all-

comprehensive way? And that being

the case, how do “micro” and “macro”

spatial categories are to be

reordered?

Gillo Dorfles: As a matter of fact, we

do not only have the “furniture

designer” there also are other

typologies, like environmental design,

graphics, etc� We must achieve the

design of space through architecture.

Pasquale Napolitano: Has your activity

as a painter and sculptor helped you

in your studies? Did the reverse effect

happened to be as well? And more in

general, how was it possible to match

organically the fields of analysis and

representation?

Gillo Dorfles: From the public’s point

of view, the idea of an allegedly

serious critic that is also a painter,
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does actually put him under a not

such good light. when Argan used to

paint, for instance, he was rather

mediocre. It is unlikely that both

aspects can coexist yielding the same

quality and liveliness. Still, being able

to discern the raw material of

painting, as well as in music, is crucial.

And a critic himself must too know

the mechanics of music; it would

certainly be positive for a critic to also

know the aspects and qualities of

designing, without necessarily

becoming a designer.

On the other hand, the process of

calling artists, sculptors and painters

for becoming designers is quite

nonsensical. In Memphis, for example,

the initiative of commissioning pieces

of furniture from artists as Pistoletto

and Dorazio, hasn’t brought any good

result at all. A painter can be a brilliant

designer, but he must have some

professional experience in the field; a

painter (as well as a poet..) cannot just

start from scratch to be a designer,

because that is a profession strongly

structured by its own rules, which

must be learned with no

derailments.Some “initiatives” can be

considered nice divertissements, but

nothing more than that. Painters

improvise themselves designers, yield

a contrast, a kind of dystonia. Do mind

that the inverse process is impossible

as well, a designer cannot improvise

himself an artist: Maldonado, for

instance, despite having been an

important designer, especially in the

Ulm period, and crucial figure as

researcher and experimenter – having

a great influence in Italy too – ,

producer really poor paintings indeed.

Pasquale Napolitano: In short, which

are and were your favorite designers

and movements, and for which

reasons?

Gillo Dorfles: I think it’s always a good

thing not to get stuck on names. We

have had great characters in Italy,

such as Castiglioni, Gae Aulenti, Asti,

Mari, Manciocchi.. and we have plenty

now; it is hard to tell who   is the best,

or my favorite. They obviously have

very diverse characteristics: Mari, for

instance, is really different from

Medini. Thus I think it would be

appropriate to debate on who is the

best one. It also depends from the

cases, in some situations rigor is

essential and others in which

playfulness is more important. For

instance, you can’t see anything of
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Mendini’s lighthearted approach in

Mari’s or Cstiglioni’s seriousness, but it

is however aesthetically appreciable

Pasquale Napolitano: In this

connection, is there a contiguity

between the concept of “Horror Pleni”

and Bauhaus beloved “Form Follows

Function”?

Gillo Dorfles: The form-function

notion was subjected to a great

number of transformations. I guess

that today no one thinks that an

object has to correspond to its

function. Function is important in the

case of a car or an electric razor

(would be quite a trouble if that one

did not correspond to its function�);

but if we are talking about domestic

objects and ornaments, functionality

is not absolute, as the “crime” of

decoration isn’t: today there is plenty

of decorative, ornamental elements

that just don’t tolerate a good design.

In an object, its symbolism is as

important as the strictly functional

component. Thus, the concept of

“Horror Pleni” [Castelvecchi, Roma,

2008] is plainly applicable to the

dichotomy of this speech on form and

function.

Pasquale Napolitano: Defining the

relationship between design and

architecture, you strongly supported

for a changeover to a modular and

reproducible architecture, freed from

the obsession for unique pieces, and

in this sense, drawing from design.

Such hope has partly been fulfilled,

especially thanking mass, low-cost

formulas created by IKEA and others.

Do you think that this is a

phenomenon yet in expansion? Is it

still to be considered as positive?

Gillo Dorfles: IKEA is indeed a good

example. Before that there was

nothing like an high-profile group for

that type of objects: you had either

the fine handicraft or low-quality

ornaments. Today we have an artistic

handicraft, but an elitist design too,

along with a more linear “popular”

design. Contemporary fine objects are

affordable for everyone, made in

series for mass-use, but they yet

accord to aesthetic rules.

Pasquale Napolitano: This kind of

modular logic, together with the idea

of reutilization, seem to be the at the

roots of the so-called “emergency

design”. What judgement do you

make of this phenomenon? Is it
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something that does actually affect

the life conditions of those whom this

kind of design consider as its target?

Gillo Dorfles: That falls into a more

‘everyday’ category design, not that

concerned about aesthetics. Think of

a theme like “water”, which involves

many elements concerning design, as

well as in other daily life aspects.

Today, designing has become

essential for urban planning – in all the

aspects implied – at the same rate it is

for for ornaments and objects. Rogers’

maxim: “from the spoon to the town”,

still stands.

Pasquale Napolitano: One of the

categories through which you analyze

design objects, is the integration

between mechanical and aesthetic

components. Considering that the

“mechanical component” of artifacts

is now almost fully replaced by code,

the clarity of which – that being

considered as a component -, is under

debate, what remains of design in this

field, Professor Dorfles?

Gillo Dorfles: It is still of great

importance. Consider computers and

other similar devices: the matter of

keys, the “keyality”; the haptic aspect

is vital. To put it better, in those one-

piece, maybe dull objects, the matter

of the key, of the manner in which one

can manipulate such objects is a

crucial element. In fact, you can

observe there is plenty of designers

specialized in those machines, where

the importance of a key or a cue now

replaces the one of internal

combustion engines or typewriters’

mechanics. Design also remains

fundamental for all the aspects

concerning the interface: think of

displays, legibility, maneuverability�

Pasquale Napolitano: It is probably

worth it to consider categories like

interaction, seen as the capacity of an

artwork to live many lives, and also

the idea of discarding authorality as a

fixed scheme of options. Do you agree

with this pot of view? Is there

anything further that you would add?

Gillo Dorfles: I believe it is important

that both the designer and the

“designed”, the inventor and the user,

take part. See how architecture must

take the requirements of the future

inhabitant into account. To design the

finest shape, the oddity, that would

then be useless for the consumer, is

nonsensical. The user is the co-author.
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Susa Pop: Connecting Cities. New Formats Of
Urban Communication

Silvia Bertolotti

In September and October 2010 the

first edition of MFFE (Media Facade

Festival) began, a European pilot

project featuring the participation of

different digital artists and designers.

The festival is organised by the Berlin

Public Art Lab, in collaboration with

the artistic centers of other six

European cities: Liverpool, Brussels,

Helsinki, Linz, Madrid and Budapest.

The festival represents an opportunity

to create a network of “Urban

Screens” in the various European

cities, linked among them through the

use of new technologies and the

internet. Its primary goal was to

investigate the communicative

function of the urban spaces, despite

any commercial exploitation, through

the creation of digital facilities, inside

the cities’ public spaces, on which

visual and creative elements are

projected. Digital image and public

space play a key role here.

The artistic events hosted by the

seven cities were then simultaneously

broadcast on the Web, in order to

create a virtual creative space in

common to the different locations,

where one can share thoughts and

creative projects.

The video images projected within the

cities are capable of turning urban

elements into screens as well, such as

windows or public and private

buildings facades, thus making the

public space artistic. Thanks to online

streaming, the events become up-to

date in every location.
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The idea of connecting seven cities

utilizing the “Urban Screens” was

selected by the European Commission

among the best German projects of

the 2007-2013 cultural program. The

festival was therefore meant to create

a structure-community where artists,

artistic centers, cultural operators,

governmental authorities and private

companies had the chance to

interface each other with the public in

a communicative and creative way,

thus producing a new media format of

cultural communication in the public

space.

During the first European edition of

Media Facade Festival (MFFE), which

took was born out of Media Facade

Festival Berlin 2008 organized by Susa

Pop (Public Art Lab) and Mirjiam

Struppel (International Urban Screens

Association) from Berlin, we have

interviewed Susa Pop herself, the

artistic director of the Festival, who is

also currently the Managing Director

of the Berlin Public Art Lab. She has

always been interested in the

production of creative communities

through projects of networking art

within a urban context, exploiting the

virtual advantages offered by digital

arts and new media.

Silvia Bertolotti: How did the idea of

MFFE come up? Was it linked to your

past personal experience or rather to

your current work activity at the

Public Art Lab?

Susa Pop: The idea of “Connected

Cities” of the Media Facades Festival

Europe 2010 originated from the

experience with the Media Facades

Festival Berlin 2008 for which we

invited artists and media designers to

explore the cultural and

communicative potential of Urban

Screens by developing site-specific

projects with public participation for

mainly commercially used media

facades in Berlin. We found that all

digital screens had been operated

through the internet which brought

up the idea of interconnecting

European cities with the medium of

urban screens.

Silvia Bertolotti: What is your vision of

the current situation of digital art in
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Europe? Is there a privileged or

emerging scene?

Susa Pop: In my opinion there is a new

emerging scene of urban media artists

who demonstrate a social

responsibility, leaning towards the

public sphere and environment by

using new technologies to give

visibility to these social processes: an

urban activsm to reclaim the streets

(and the screens)

Silvia Bertolotti: How did the

collaboration with the other European

art centers start? Is it an experience

that you would like to repeat in the

future?

Susa Pop: We found the partners

through our network and workshops

to which we had been invited to

beforehand. It was a really great

experience to work with the partners

of MFF2010 (Marie-Laure from iMAL,

Brussels / Minna Tarkka from m-cult,

Helsinki / Stefan Mittlboeck from Ars

Electronica Futurelab, Linz / Nerea

Calvillo from Medialab-Prado, Madrid,

Ezster Bircsak from Kitchen

Budapest). On one hand they were

very professional which is important

for a pilot project like MFFE and on

the other hand it functioned very well

from an energetic point of view. We

have been working with a method

called ‘Action Research’: planning �

intervention � evaluation. From the

very beginning we organised

workshops, round tables, test

screenings to develop the project in a

collaborative process. It was an

enriching exprience as we all worked

for the common goal of realising the

European Media Facades Festival but

were also based in our local cities

which shaped different conditions of

political, cultural and regulative issues

of public authorities and business

models of the screensholders � it was

a kind of comparative study.

Silvia Bertolotti: Could you explain

further the idea of “Human screens”,

one of the central and most

interesting themes of the Festival?

Susa Pop: ‘Human Screens’ was one

curatorial topic which makes visible

the processes of the human body in

interaction with the media facade.

One good example is Air Hunger by
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Hanna Haaslahti: people could

participate in the projection by

wearing a wireless breath rate-

monitoring belt around their chest.

The belt was given to one person at a

time and he/she could walk freely in

front of the projection area, while

producing an undulating landscape in

real time via the Bluetooth modem.

The principle of visualisation of the

breathing pattern is simple. Inhaling

creates rising contours and exhaling

descending contours ontop of the

landscape. The breath-generated

landscape carried a lonely character

that moved along the slopes and hills

created through the inhale/exhale

pattern. Instead of being identified

with the character, the participant

created the condition for his journey.

Silvia Bertolotti: Why is the idea of

“connected cities” so important in this

project, beyond the technical use of

joint broadcasting events?

Susa Pop: The main questions have

been how to create site-specific

content to connect the local public

virtually with other European places.

What are new artistic communication

forms that function in a local and

networked community and can

contribute to intercultural exchange?

Silvia Bertolotti: Another theme of the

MFFE is the building of communities,

urban activism and the public

interaction (a sort of 2.0 audience).

What is the role of both technology

and urban development in all this??

Susa Pop:Technologies like motion

tracking cameras, mobile devices,

software development set up

interfaces / access with the media

facades and the screens and create an

interactionfield and communication

platform for the public audience.

Through the participatory process

people start to communicate with

each other. In the best case it

contributes to community building

and identification with the public

place and its local scenes.

Silvia Bertolotti: I’d like to approach

one of the key-elements of the MFFE:

“Media Facades and Screens”. What is

its importance and challenge in

contemporary culture? Is it

something, in you opinion, more

related to new communications,

digital arts or rather urbanism?
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Susa Pop: Media Facades and Urban

Screens is a new communication

medium that lies between the

spheres of public space and the digital

worlds. The public audience acts on

several medial levels: in the public

space, as an actor on the digital

stages of the media facades, in the

internet and on the media facades of

the networked infrastructure: Urban

Screens are an interface format of

new communications, digital arts and

urbanism.

http://www/mediafacades.eu
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Urban Space And Moltitude. Achim
Wollscheid’s Work

Claudia Maina

“Supposing that sense of music still

lies in the immediacy with whom it

transforms and transcends the being

(reality), I believe such immediacy is

to be sought in terms of when and

how music establishes a system of

relations between space and its

occupants, and in terms of when and

how such systems, determining the

use of space, comply productively

with all the rules introduced by the

presence of sound in space itself.

Therefore it could be said that space

itself, along with everyone and

everything producing and listening to

sounds, becomes the true

instrument”. (Achim Wollscheid in
Does the Song Remain the Same in

LaBelle, Brandon e Roden, Steve., Site
of sound: of architecture and the ear,
New York, edited by Brandon Labelle

and Steve Roden, Errant Bodies Press

in association with Smart Art Press,

1999, p. 5-6.)

German artist Achim Wollscheid‘s

work investigates the possibilities of

sound as a social interactive medium.

Since the early 80s he and his

collaborators Ralf Wehowsky, Stefan

Schmidt and Charlie Steiger have

been working on experiments linked

to the use of tape cassettes and LP

records, which have been exchanged

and distributed among artists all over

Europe, United States and Australia.

The artists cut, manipulate and even

destroy the audio material during a

non-stop modeling process of the

sound object. By doing this, a type of

sound – social model is created. Over

a period of several years this concept

has evolved and has become one of

the most important aspects within

their interactive installations

concerning urban spaces.

Wollscheid’s work amplifies the

already existing relations between

interior and exterior, public and

private, by using it as an interface

between artistic object and user.
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In WallField, a 2005 work realized in

Gelnhausen, Germany, he succeeds in

transforming space and sound

through a complex interactive

relationship. The object is a house,

planned by the architects Seifert and

Stoeckmann and characterized by a

set of echelon formation windows on

every wall. Wollscheid worked on

three facades of the building, by

placing a series of speakers and

microphones on the masonry parts,

both inside and outside of the house.

By connecting the internal

microphones to the external speakers

and vice versa, the sounds coming

from the outside are reproduced and

amplified inside the rooms, and the

internal noises are transmitted to the

outside. Moreover, the sound is

digitized and examined by a software

that immediately turns the sound

information into tonalities. By doing

this, noises turn into a sort of melody,

whose volume and sound equalization

can be modified by the users, who

have also the chance to decide

whether to listen only the external or

the internal sounds.

The artist opens up the sound that

would be normally separated by walls,

breaking the barrier between outside

and inside. Via the acoustic

transformations created, the work

establishes a connection between the

users on the inside and passers-by on

the outside, and between them and

the environment. The building

becomes a sort of ‘permeable

structure’.

Wollscheid’s works invite us to

consider noise as something having

its own social and narrative

potentialities, and above all they

persuade the user to relate and

participate in the sound events. This

relationship integrates the user, or

even the simple passer-by, in a

dialogue in which they are

fundamental inputs, while structures

and technological tools become the

interface through which this relation

can happen.

In a series of works between 1999 and

2006 the relationship concerning the

work itself and the public urban space

was made clearer.

Connective Memory is an installation

realized in Germany in 1999 for the

“Balthasar Neumann Technikum”

Technical Institute. In the main hall,

where students crowd during their
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lunch break, several microphones and

speakers hang from the ceiling. The

work functions through the students’

voices and laughs and the typical

sounds of recreation in general. Their

voices and noises are registered and

transmitted to a system which

analyzes and places them into an hard

disk archive. This hard disk is capable

of repeating the received sound

information as soon as a sound event

that has similar features happens in

the hall. Space is further altered with

the addition of three big squares of

red neon lights indicating the moment

the system is on. The sound

information is registered and

simultaneously elaborated into light

signals, and then sent to a great

echelon formation light device, placed

in the garden outside the school,

towards the road. The obtained

rhythmic light effects establish a

bridge connecting the environment

with the school interiors.

Thus the user is a common student

that finds himself involved in an

interactive creation experience during

his everyday life. Therefore the

observer’s vision is no more the one of

a subject deciding to consciously

utilize an artwork, but instead it is a

new vision expressed by a sort of

casual user, relating normally to the

space in which he lives everyday and,

almost despite himself, he ends up

playing an active role in the artistic

process.

If we think about our schools, and

how often they are decorated with

low reliefs, painted panels or plaster

sculptures: we find that students

study the exposed works and utilize

them for historical analysis of the

creative process, but the interaction

never surpasses the representational

field.

In Connective Memory however, the

relation between the student-user,

the sound and light transformations,

and the space of the school are the

cue for the analysis of the social

phenomena, concerning the use of

technology in everyday life. In this

sense, the fact that the Connective
Memory system responds to the

sounds’ concerted nature is very

interesting: the user is no more a

single individual, but a group.

2004 Intersite and 2006 Possible
Polysone, along with most of

Wollscheid’s works,show how the
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artist’s conception is based on the

environment-user-sound-light

interaction.

Intersite was made in Frankfurt, in a

purpose-built office building.

Microphones were placed on two

facades, monitoring and registering

the sound of the street, such as the

voices of passers-by. The sounds were

then transmitted to a system which

transformed them into light impulses.

On the building’s walls red led lights

were placed, creating light

choreographies. The exterior of the

building came to life during nighttime,

when the rooms were empty and no

one occupied them for the usual

daytime activities. Therefore the

user-passer-by sees his own

individual reflected in a relationship

between the public space and the

building’s lights. These very lights,

with their movement, end up

influencing the vision of the social

space which the user creates.

In his essay entitled Interactions:
Achim Wollscheid productions of the
Local, the scholar Brandon LaBelle

explains how “…maintaining an open

and indefinite work structure, and

clearly showing the user the

mechanism staying under the creative

process, art can reach the possibility

to transform the obtained sound, as

well as the becoming of a social body”

(LaBelle during the essay 
Interactions:

Achim Wollscheid’s Productions of the

Local in Background noise.
Perspective on Sound Art, New York,

The Continuum International

Publishing Group Inc, 2007, p.255).

In our everyday life we are caught in a

constant shift between what it is

individual and communication on a

global scale, in a shift from material

cities to information flow; in other

words local and global are ever

present aspects or our lives.

“The production of the ‘local’ aspect is

thus going to happen as a ‘structure of

feeling’,  rather than as a real  spatial

localization.  A  structure  where

imagination  becomes  a  collective

instrument of transformation of what

is real” (LaBelle., Op. Cit.p. 259).

In  Wollscheid’s  work  the  interaction

systems often answer to inputs that

are  already  generated  by  users-

passers-by,  and  the  output  itself  is

managed by the same users who find

themselves in the area.
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In  the  installation  entitled  Possible
Polystone,  realized  in  front  of  The

Palace of Solidarity in Piombino, Italy,

for  the  Experimental  Festival  by

Sound  Art,  Istallazioni  Audio  Visive

and Live Set, the artist proposes the

creation  of  an  area  bordered by  six

circles of light projected on the street.

Above, six speakers produce different

sounds for each circle. By entering the

illuminated area the user activates a

sound and modifies it according to his

movements. When other people enter

the  same  area  new  sounds  are

produced,  thus  interfering  with  the

old ones. The goal here is to create a

“dialogue of sounds” among the users.

“The  spatial  dimension  of  these

installations is developed thanks to a

constant interference between public

u r b a n  s p a c e ,  m u l t i t u d e  a n d

production of the ‘local’ aspect, meant

as  a  system  in  which  the  work  of

imagination  unites  with  collective

sensitiveness,  thus  contributing  to

presence  intensification  in  digital

society”  (LaBelle.,  Op.  Cit.p.  259).

In  this  sense  it  is  fundamental  for

Wollscheid to use interactive tools in

his  own  art ist ic  work  context.

Interaction in fact allows the author to

recreate a spatial dimension, capable

of  forming  a  relationship  between

multiple  users  and  the  public  space.

By using and widening an already

common definition, we could consider

these “sensitive spaces” as Interactive

Multimodal Environments, even if in

this case it would be better to define

them as Urban. In installations having

these characteristics, space is shaped

and modified by the attitude of the

single user, who finds himself involved

in an everyday dialogue with the

environment of his town and at the

same time relates to a multitude of

other people. This multitude then

becomes part of this relationship too.

Wollscheid’s interactive buildings,

through his work on the relational

aspects of interaction, turn space into

a performative context. “They invite

the multiple user to create a temporal

orchestra in which both the individual

and the multitude form extended

narratives, capable of altering the very

meaning of sociality, and destined to

investigate new patterns of

behaviour” (LaBelle. Op. Cit. 262).

In Wollscheid’s works I think the idea
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of Interactive Multimodal Urban

Environment is strictly linked to the

experimentation and planning of

sound tools, developed by the artist

until he succeeded in the creation of a

Sound Box in 2007.

From 1993 to 1999 he realizes

numerous versions of the so-called

Clapper Systems. These systems

make objects, rooms or surfaces

sound, by exploiting the distinctive

resonance of the various materials,

with the utilization of a determined

program and numerous magnets. The

artist uses Clappers in lots of

performances, in which, through

sound, the space of the installation is

analyzed. In the Sonic Perception

festival, for example, magnets are

strategically placed under the

spectators’ seats. Other times the

spatial sound body and the everyday

life objects are investigated.

From 1997 the artists’ projects

Transformers and Sound Boxes,

conceived as veritable boxes capable

of registering environment sounds

and simultaneously transforming

them, and then spread them again,

altered, in the space in which the

boxes are installed.

Wollscheid presents his last version of

the 2007 Sound Box at the Sound Art

Museum in Rome. At first sight we

may be tempted to consider these

works as hyper tools, but it is actually

sufficient to analyze their functioning

in order to express some opinions that

dissuade us from taking such a

hypothesis.

First of all, analyzing the way Sound
Boxes are created, its author tries to

make them more and more complex

on the level of sound translation and

transformation, and above all, simpler

and simpler to carry, in order to be

easily used in their everyday

environment. Moreover, another key

aspect is the importance given to the

users’ movements through space.

This device establishes a relationship

between a user and the sounds that

surround him, which change on the

base of the movements he makes,

simultaneously interacting with the

multitude. We are far from the hyper

tool dimension, and we enter a
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broader form of interaction which

considers sound (and its relation with

space as well) as a sort of language

allowing us to create multiple

relationships.

What it derives is an instrument

generating in turn an environment, in

which the user plays an active role. By

responding to inputs produced by the

individual, the sound is reflected and

melts into the surroundings,

establishing a contact with the

multiplicity of sound effects and

people in the area the Sound Box is
located.

Thanks to the interaction between the

parts involved in the user-soun-

-urban space-multitude relationship,

an interesting investigation on our

presence in the environment

commences, as well as a reflection on

the creation of new attitudes and

behaviours.

The continuous shift between public

interference and multitude seems to

play a fundamental role in Achim

Wollscheid’s theoretical reflection and

artistic work.

Claudia Maina: I’d like to ask you some

questions about your installations

Field (2006), Connective Memories
(1999) and the more recent 8 lights, 8
speakers (2009). These installations

are really different from each other,

but they work on a connection

between the spectator-passerby and

urban space intended as a relation

space. How does sound connect with

the spectator? How do you intend the

relationship between sound,

spectator and urban space?

Achim Wollscheid:  First of all, I think, I

have no general answer, in terms of a

motto or a general guideline, as to

what role sound, light or space play in

my installations. I guess “installation”

isn’t a good term anyway, because it

puts emphasis on the “built” –

installation in that sense being

regarded pretty much like an object.

As opposed to that I would rather call

the things I do interferences or

implants: eventual communicators

with space and the people within.
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Each of those interferences has, of

course, different conditions to start

from (spatial, infrastructural, political,

social, economical) and different

conditions that guide concept phase,

tests and production (climate,

durability, in- vs. outside, protected

vs. unprotected conditions). Meaning:

context (architecture, infrastructure,

density vs. openness etc) presents a

set of factors, which predefine

possible interferences, like a set of

tools pre-defines a repair job. I use

sound and light because they can

move – preferably in real time.

Present technology can react to

inputs – pictures can see and music

pieces can hear- so to say. I like to

invite people to interact, which, from

my point of view is more likely and

common on a time based ground.

Meaning peoples action, interaction,

and reaction will usually involve

movements or sound. i.e. time – so

the media to interact with should do

likewise.

Connective memory was planned and

realized for students in a high school. I

remembered that very special school

recess hall sound from my school days

– so the point to start from was to

think of ways how to modulate it.

(Technical) Result was a set of several

microphones distributes across the

hall and a set of speakers. The hum of

voices is recorded and processed –

and replayed. A checkerboard-like

light panel (the school officials

wanted something representative…) in

front of the school translates

dynamics and density of the

processing into a checkerboard game

of lights.

8 lights 8 speakers reacts to the need

to have something modular at

disposal – for spaces that I do not

have the chance to visit before –

nevertheless enabling a site specific

calibration of sound. The system is

comparable to the one used in
Connective Memory, only that

speakers and lights can be positioned

(and addressed) individually on the

ground. Environmental sound is

recorded, processed and replayed (in

real time). Likewise light will react

(individually change intensity). In a

way space thus combines an in- and

output area – not just for a single user

but for a group of interactors.

Claudia Maina: In your artwork you

create systems of interaction that
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respond to an individual input, but at

the same time these systems suggest

an orchestration of multiple users. The

spatial dimension in your installations

always grow to continue interference

from public space and urban space,

“production of the local” (Brandon

LaBelle definition) and multitude. In

what way do you design your system

installation in order to get in

connection the single-user’s answer,

with the installation space and the

multitude?

Achim Wollscheid:  This, I suppose,

concerns what I call the

anthropocentric misconception. As

we are – within limits – the centre of

our perceptions and actions, we tend

to over exaggerate the importance of

our utterances in regard to others

(who, of course, also exaggerate). In

other words – to allow input from a

multitude means to address a

multitude with the output. So there

isn’t a specific interest to address an

“individual”

Claudia Maina: Besides the aspect of

sound, you often work with light

game elements in your installations.

How does light relate with sound?

And consequently how does light

connect with users? I’m thinking

about Intersite (2004) where light

plays one of the main roles.

Achim Wollscheid: I regard media

(such as light or sound) as functions.

These functions are not bearers of an

aesthetical meaning or content – they

are just messengers. According to the

demands (or necessities) of a given

context messengers can be

exchanged. Goal is interaction with

possible co-players. If a context is too

noisy in terms of sound, I’m using light

or vice versa. Crucial for the function

is – is has to be recognized. Therefore

the function has to accomplish

twofold: it has to adjust to the given

conditions and it has to differentiate.

To achieve this I’m often using

modular systems, grids and patterns.

Claudia Maina: The installation space

changes into a new performing

context, where the action of a single

user is combined with a multitude’s

reaction, through the technologic

system. This context is developed into

new narrative forms. How did this

influence the poetics of your works?

Achim Wollscheid:  I guess there is not

a lot of poetics in function
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Claudia Maina: Let’s talk about the

Sound Box presented at Sound Art

Museum in Rome in 2007. This tool is

a mean between user, multitude and

space. Can you please explain how it

works and what are its applications?

Which features set it apart from the

category of Iper-Instrument and the

concept of Sound Sculpture?

Achim Wollscheid:  It is a portable

item. It’s something people could buy,

a little thing that – for my part – deals

with an unsolved problem of

computer music – how to program a

piece, that keeps on programming

itself and does not become repetitive

or redundant in terms of sound

production. In my interpretation the

problem is solved once the user

comes in as a co-producer of sound.

The unexpected, the contextual, the

voice, noise comes in and retriggers.

Technically the box consists of a

microphone (input), a micro computer

(custom built), and a speaker. Once a

sound comes in it is analyzed and

processed in real time – producing a

sound that is somehow relating to the

respective input – sometimes more,

sometimes less distantly.

Claudia Maina: I would like to thank

you and ask you what are your future

projects and if you plan to do some

works in Italy?

Achim wollscheid: No plans at the

moment. Many thanks to you…

Notes:

LaBelle, Brandon e Roden, Steve., Site
of sound: of architecture and the ear,
New York, edited by Brandon Labelle

and Steve Roden, Errant Bodies Press

in association with Smart Art Press,

1999.

LaBelle, Brandon., Background noise.
Perspective on Sound Art, New York,

The Continuum International

Publishing Group Inc, 2007.

AA.VV., Selected works. Achim
Wollscheid, printed by Vier-Türm-

-Gmbh, Frankfurt, Selektion SB04,

2001.

www.selektion.com/members/wollsc

heid/default.htm
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Interruptive Site-specificity In Contemporary
Digital Art

Eugenia Fratzeskou

This article presents an investigation

into the ways through which the

notion of interruptive site-specificity

is manifested and explored in digital

art. This investigation is carried out

through tracing early influential shifts

in how artists have been working with

site-specific virtual environments.

Myron Krueger’s Glowflow (1969) and

Jeffrey Shaw’s Virtual Museum (1991)

are discussed as the relevant

representative cases.

1.Interruptive site-specificity

Conceived in 1980, Rosalyn Deutsche’s

definition  of  the  two  key  types  of

site-specificity in art i.e. “assimilative”

and  “interruptive”,  is  more  than

pertinent  today  for  attempting  to

‘map’ the categories of site-specificity

in art. As contrasted to “assimilative”

s i te-speci f ic  art ’ s  useful  and

decorative  role,  “interruptive”  site-

specific  art  “intervenes”  in  the  built

spaces “so as to interrupt rather than

secure,  the  seeming  coherence  and

closure” of space.[1]

In  an  “interruptive”  site-specific

artwork, an artist may undermine the

functionality  and  institutional  status

of  a  particular  site  through  various

ways  e.g.  challenging  not  only  the

functional  form  and  uses  of  built

architecture, but also, the digital and

non-digital  architectural  processes

and materials, exploring the contrast

between  architectural  models  and

built  architecture,  etc.  The  article

examines  whether  and  how  the

definition  of  interruptive  site-

specificity  can  be  manifested  and

expanded  in  virtual-environment

artworks.
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2. The site-specificity of virtual

environments

As described in the writings of

Stephen Wilson, Simon Penny and

Margaret Morse, the exploration of

the relationship between the ‘material

world’ and ‘virtual space’ is a

developing area of digital art [2]. Such

a development has been enabled

primarily through the creation of

various original forms of semi-

immersive environments by artists,

within which, a viewer may equally

interact with real and virtual spaces,

as contrasted to experiencing a fully

immersive VR (as through a Head-

Mounted Display, for instance) [3]. It is

in those environments that the

creative comparison between a

physical and a virtual space is

enabled, as both spaces are

simultaneously visible.

A virtual environment artwork can be

related to the physical world, when

the use of particular characteristics

and elements of the actual place and

space forms an important part of the

artwork. For instance, the site-

specificity of a virtual environment

artwork may derive from a creative

‘extraction’ and use of data from the

actual space, where the environment

is created, and the ‘layering’/mapping

of this data back to that space.

In her analysis of semi-immersive

virtual environments, Morse explains

how artists may attempt to relate a

virtual environment to the physical

world. She places the emphasis on the

types of immersion and the methods

of direct visualisation and interaction

with the data that are collected from

a site through certain devices, as a

way of facilitating ‘seamless’ linkages

between virtual and real spaces.

Morseclassifies virtual environments

in terms of the following aspects: the

‘mixtures and links between virtuality

and materiality’, the links between

telecommunication networks and the

types of computer simulations [4]. A

virtual environment can be related to

the ‘external world’ through those

‘mixtures and links’ [5].

Margaret Morse places the emphasis

on the physical integration of ‘digital

devices� with� sites’. The

characteristics of those environments

can be directly transformed by user

interaction and the particular

environmental conditions of a site. For

example, it may be possible to

visualise the movement of crowds at

that particular site so that the
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characteristics of the environment can

be modified by that movement [6].

The importance of the technical

linkage between a virtual environment

and the physical world, and the

automatic conversion of

environmental data into digital

displays are foregrounded here. In this

case, the type of site-specificity of

such a mixed-reality environment

depends on how the artist explores

locality, environmental conditions and

user interactivity.

The site-specificity of certain artworks

depends on artists’ ability to visualise

new emerging relationships between

a built space and its computer 3D

modelling within a semi-immersive

virtual environment. Indeed, as Penny

observes, visualising the relationship

of virtual and real spaces is a

developing area in art that creates

interactive virtual environments [7]. As

Penny describes: � [a] ‘virtual space’

presents and is aligned point by point

with the ‘real space’ except for certain

digital phenomena [8].

Penny  notes  that  a  semi-immersive

virtual  environment  is  the  suitable

means of investigating the difference

between  virtual  and  real  spaces.  In

most cases,  artists  choose to create

their  own  original  types  of  semi-

immersive  virtual  environments,  for

enabling the simultaneous visibility of

a  built  space  and  its  computer  3D

m o d e l .  I t  i s  t h u s  p o s s i b l e  t o

digitallyvisualisethe built space within

which the environment is installed, for

comparing  that  space  to  its  digital

model in a 1:1 scale.

This  article  presents  an  analysis  of

Myron  Krueger’s  and  Jeffrey  Shaw’s

work, for exploring how the notion of

interruptive  site-specificity  is

manifested  and  expanded  in  the

creat ion  of  di f ferent  types  of

‘realities’.The  article  focuses  on

p a r t i c u l a r  a r t w o r k s  t h a t  a r e

representative  of  influential  shifts  in

creatively  exploring  the  relationship

between built  and virtual  spaces for

creat ing  s i te-specif ic  v i r tual

environments.It  is  worth  stressing

that both artists reject the use of an

HMD in favour of creating their own

types  of  interactive  mixed-reality

environments, for engaging with built

s p a c e  a n d  e n a b l i n g u s e r s ’

simultaneousinteractionwith  the

a c t u a l  s p a c e  a n d  i t s  v i r t u a l

configurations.

Krueger’s Glowflow is an early type of

a  site-specific  computer-controlled
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intervention  thatvisuallytransforms

the  bui lt  space  through  users ’

spontaneous  real-time  interaction.

S h a w ’ s  V i r t u a l  M u s e u m  i s

representative of the artist’s attempt

to create a ‘televirtual’  museum, the

site-specificity of which,  stems from

an  interactive  visual  ‘dialogue’

between the actual interior space of

amuseum and its computer 3D model,

through  the  creation  of  a  semi-

immersive environment, by exploring

the modes of its  digital  visualisation

renderings [9].

Shaw’s  and  Krueger’s  artworks  are

analysed primarily in terms of the role

of built space, the use of computer 3D

model l ing  for  v isual is ing  and

distorting  built  space,  the  artists’

exploration of the relationship of the

particular  built  space  to  its  virtual

configurations,  and  the  visualisation

of that relationship with the aid of the

particular virtual environments.

3.Myron Krueger’s Artificial Reality

3.1. Background

Various kinds of real-time user

interaction with computer 3D

graphics in actual space are

developed in Myron Krueger‘s

pioneering work in the field of

computer-controlled intervention.The

site-specificity of Krueger’s mixed-

reality environments stems primarily

from users’ interaction with the

artwork, the physical inseparability of

the artwork from the particular

physical space and in some cases,

from the visual distortion of the built

space as a whole. As Tom Corby

describes, Krueger has ‘epitomised

site-specific virtual environments’ in

his early experiments with ‘responsive

environments’ and “internet sited

artworks”. Krueger creates imaginary

spaces as ‘substitutes’ for the material

world [10].

His work is based on his concept of

‘artificial reality’, based on which, a

virtual environment should not be

used to replicate reality but to present

‘fantasies’.Krueger creates imaginary

‘worlds’ that do not have a material

precedent and cannot be materialised

[11]. Users interact with the digital

visualisation of imaginary spaces as if

those spaces were real. As Krueger

describes: “..the full body participation

in computer events that were so

compelling that they would be

accepted as real experience�” [12].

Glowflow and Painting-the-town, are

two artworks that are representative
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of how Krueger has used built space

and  architectural  visualisations  for

creating his site-specific mixed-reality

interventions.  The following sections

analyse  how  the  site-specificity  of

those artworks has been affected by

Krueger’s concept of ‘artificial reality’,

as the artist places the emphasis on

increasing  and  enriching  user

interactivity with imaginary spaces.

3.2. Computer 3D modelling

Exploring and adapting modes of

digital visualisation from other

disciplines, is an important part of

creating certain types of interactive

virtual environments that are site-

specific. Krueger creates such

interactive mixed-reality interventions

in some of his artworks in which he

foregrounds the exploration of user

interaction. In this case, he focuses on

the rendering modes of computer 3D

modelling as used in architecture.

The standard type of

architecturalpreview is challenged as

being too static and realistic and thus,

inappropriate for creating real-time

interactive displays of unrealistic

spaces that can be modified by users’

movements.

Krueger  challenges  the  realistic  and

static  renderings  of  architectural

previews, through creating interactive

renderings  of  an  imaginary  city  and

giving  users  the  opportunity  to

directly transform this ‘city’ with their

m o v e m e n t s  [ 1 3 ] .  I n  t h o s e

artworks,Krueger  invents  a  “new

aesthetic  option”  for  creating

interactive  displays,  in  order  to

develop a highly immersive ‘artificial

reality’that can be’activated’ by users’

movement.

A  u s e r  i s  a b l e  t o  v i e w  t h e

superimposition of the abstract shape

of  his  or  her  figure  onto the digital

display  of  Painting-the-Town  in  full

scale.  Krueger  therefore,  creates  an

immersive  virtual  environment  that

relates to the physical world through

its transformation by users’ actions.

3.3. Virtual environment
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In a different type of site-specific

artwork, which is more environmental

as it is not limited to a flat display

surface, Krueger creates an

alternative environment to the

physical one, through visually

distorting a built room. Krueger

describes Glowflow as being a

“computer-controlled light-sound

environment… responding to the

people within it” [14].

Glowflow is an interactive

environment that consists of

computer-controlled light tubes that

are installed on the walls of a built

space. Those tubes automatically light

up, when they are triggered by users’

movement within that built space.

The shape of a built space plays a

fundamental role for the conception

of such environments, as ‘shape

would determine [the] content [of the

artwork]‘ [15]. At the same time, the

environment also affects users’

perception of the built space.

In Glowflow, the position of each light

tubedoes not fully coincide withthe

edges and columns of the built space.

The light tubes are installed on a

different level from the floor and

ceiling and the horizontal tubes are

not straight. The light tubes are the

only visible element of Krueger’s

environment, as the room is darkened

[16].

The display of light tubes is changing

as different light tubes are

automatically lighted depending on

viewers’ position within the built

space. Krueger describes the varying

shapes of Glowflow as follows: It was

possible to light all the tubes coming

out of a single column, a single tube

as it came out of every column, or a

random combination of tubes and

columns [17].

In that way, the display of light tubes

visually distorts the built space. For

example, the built space appears to

become wider in the middle [18].

Consequently, the site-specificity of
Glowflow stems mainly from

Krueger’s creative engagement with

the interior shape of the built space,

the physical inseparability of the

artwork and the built space, and

users’ spatial interaction with the

environment
.

4. Jeffrey Shaw’s “Site-specific

Virtuality”

4.1. Background
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Essentially, the site-specificity of

Jeffrey Shaw’s virtual environments

stems from developing his concept of

“site-specific virtuality”. As described

in his writings, Shaw aims to develop

‘site-specific virtuality’ for exploring

the ‘mechanisms of [the] visual

representation’ of the physical world,

through using digital visualisation

tools for simulating the physical space

within which his work is situated [19].

According to Shaw, such an

exploration can be achieved by using

digital technology for facilitating the

direct visual comparison of the virtual

and actual spaces [20]. Shaw

attempts to achieve this comparison

through developing an original kind of

semi-immersive virtual environment

that would enable the simultaneous

visibility of real space and its digital

3D renderings [21]. As Anne-Marie

Duguet explains: ” �. [Shaw] examines

the modalities of coexistence of the

heterogeneous space-times’ by

“underscoring similarities in order to

pinpoint differences [22].

Virtual Museum is a representative

case of how Shaw attempts to

visualise the relationship of real and

virtual spaces through exploring the

boundaries of the different orders of

simulation at the confluence of these

spaces [23]. In his writings on Virtual
Museum, the artist

describes:�different orders of

simulation are located in a meta-

dimensional structure that mirrors a

confluence of the real and the

fictional. This location of the virtual

space in a contiguous relationship

with the real space establishes a

discourse in that fine zone between

the virtual and the actual which

resembles what Duchamp called ‘the

“nframince’. It is here that I believe the

most interesting and challenging

opportunities for artistic formulations

exist [24].
Virtual Museum

 exemplifies how, this

‘confluence’ is not only a technical but

also a 

conceptual

 issue that the artist

attempts to address by creatively

challenging the status of the

institutional space of the museum

through selectiveinteractive visual

mapping and mixed-reality layering.

The artist uses computer 3D

modelling for simulating the pre-

existing interior space of the museum

and gradually introduces differences

between the physical space and its

simulation.

This artwork can be analysed in terms

of how Shaw visualises the interior of

the museum, what he perceives to be

the analogy and contrast between the

physical space and its simulation,

andhow the apparatus of his virtual

environment enables the comparison

between reality and VR

.
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4.2. Computer 3D modelling

The comparison of built space to its

computer 3D model with the aid of

virtual environments has been a key

aspect for Jeffrey Shaw, as a way of

realising his concept of ‘site-specific

virtuality’. As Anne-Marie Duguet

observes, Shaw attempts to create

‘site-specific virtuality’ through

replicating certain views of the pre-

existing built space by using

computer 3D modelling. As she

explains, Shaw uses computer 3D

modelling in order “� to produce

sufficient analogy [between virtual

and built spaces] to test the

differences between two

samenesses” [25].

Shawfocuses onthe comparison

between the built space and its

computer 3D modelling on the degree

of realism of his simulation of that

space. An ‘analogy’ between the built

space and its digital 3D model seems

to be almost fully established when a

realistically rendered computer 3D

model of that space appears within

the virtual environment.

Consequently, Shaw’s ‘analogy’

between the actual space and its

model stems mainly from the degree

of resemblance of the digital

renderings to the built space.

The computer 3D model of Virtual
Museum becomes unrealistic

gradually, as Shaw introduces

imaginary rooms and exhibits. Shaw

now starts to foreground the

difference between the presentations

of realistic and imaginary spaces

through a creative layering of reality

and virtuality.A viewer is able to

consecutively ‘enter’ the rooms of a

computer 3D model through their

‘permeable walls’ [26].

Imaginary exhibits appear when a

viewer ‘enters’ the fifth digital room.

Those exhibits include three moving

signs ‘A’, ’2′ and ‘Z’ of red, green and

blue lights [27]. In this way, a viewer is

entering an increasingly unrealistic

space [28]. Shaw’s approach to the

relationship between virtual and real

space is focused on varying degrees

of realism and their interactive

mapping onto the view of the

museum interior.
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4.3. Virtual environment

As Penny observes, Jeffrey Shaw’s

site-specific artworks are

representative of how ‘monitors or

projection screens’ can be used for

enabling the direct comparison of a

built space to its digital simulation

[29]. In contrast to Krueger’s highly

immersive environments,

Shawcreates a rotatingsemi-

immersive display through which it is

possible to view simultaneously the

built space and its computer 3D

model, for enabling users’ direct visual

comparison of the virtual and real

spaces. As Weibel observes, Shaw

focuses on ‘architecture and space’

and he does not perceive “� the

[computer 3D] image as autonomous

world� but mainly as a component of

architecture and three-dimensional

space” [30].

Virtual Museum consists of the

rotating platform onto which a large

‘video projection monitor’ and a chair

are installed [31]. The computer

3Dmodel is superimposed and aligned

point by point to the view of the built

space. Consequently, a viewer is able

to see the superimposed views of the

built space and its computer 3D

model by looking through that

monitor, even when the platform with

the viewer and monitor is rotating. In

this way, Shaw achieves an interesting

kind of conjunction between the view

of the built space and its model, as

users are not entirely immersed within

the computer 3D model.

5. Conclusion

Interruptive site-specificity is

manifested and expanded in digital

art in many ways, as artists are

increasingly interested in creating

various original types of site-specific

interventions, essentially through

visualising the relationship between

reality and virtuality. The creation of

mixed-realities has allowed an

increasing level of creativity and

freedom, as it enabled artists to

surpass the limitations of the physical

manipulation of spaces and the

traditional modes of spectatorship. As

we have seen, Krueger’s and Shaw’s

works have provided influential cases

of how artists may create a new

dimension of site-specific

intervention through ‘interrupting’ the

ordinary reality.
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These cases range from users’ spatial

interaction with alternative realities,

perceptual distortions of built space,
unexpected visual ‘insertions’ of

virtuality and heterogeneous space-

times through interactive visual

mapping and mixed-reality layering.

Most importantly, the relationship

between virtuality and reality is not

only a technical but also, a conceptual

and creative challenge. The impact of

such developments can be traced in

various fields of contemporary art and

design, such as, audiovisual

installations, interactive video art, 3D

projection�based public art,mixed and

augmented reality art and others.
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Daniel Dendra And Open Simsim. Open Source
And Architectural Practice

Elena Biserna

Though the twelfth Venice Biennial

Architecture is concluded, this year’s

theme – People Meet in Architecture �
has left everyone wanting for more

and returning for a long tem project,

beyond the present exhibition. “Our

idea is to help people and society

relate with architecture, to help

architecture relate with people and

society, and to help people and

society relate with each other”, as

states Kazuyo Sejima, this year’s

director.

But how can we respond in a concrete

way to this goal? How can we meet

people’s increasing desire for

participation in the decision-making

procedures that lie beyond the

environment we live in? Recent open
source architectural experiences seem

to give us a possible answer.

The use of open source and

crowdsourcing methods in the

planning practice leads to some

changes concerning primarily the role

of architects and users. If Michel de

Certeau was certain that use and

consumption were active practices

that represented a way to possess

creative space (as well as of any other

structure) [1], the current architectural

and participation design experiences

seem to push in that direction,

suggesting the user’s intervention

from the planning phase and thus

potentially broadening to the entire

Web 2.0 community the possibility of

actually affecting the final product.

Sharing, collaborating, confronting,

participating: these are the key

actions of a modus operandi which

could remind us of- yet within a
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completely different technological

and social context – Constant

Nieuwenhuys’ New Babylon [2], a

constantly redefined, remodeled and

inhabitant-built planetary scale city.

Yet what perspectives, dynamics and

landscapes could unfold for/thanks to

such architectural practices? We

talked about this with Daniel Dendra

(anOtherArchitect), architect and

founder, along with Peter Ruge and

Rosbeth Ghobarkar (LOOM) of

OpenSimSim, an open source

planning network, “open to everyone

cherishing the world of design and the

design of the world”[3], from

architects to scientists, from

producers to final users.

The project has just been exposed at

the Venice Biennial Architecture,

involving nine studies [4] for the

conception of a domestic functional

unity called “pod”, which would

primarily satisfy environmental,

technological and economical

sustainability requirements, as well as

flexibility needs: pod can be built

directly by the user or by a company

and can be inserted into a pre-existing

construction or a new plan. It’s been

since June 2010 that architects have

working on this project, sharing and

confronting each planning step.

Another part of OpenSimSim‘s

contribution to the Biennial

Architecture is the show of the plans’

models, built through a mutual

exchange and collaboration among

the different teams.

However, OpenSimSim‘s attention is

focused on the testing and

experimentation of future possibilities

and new paths rather than on

exposing old results. That is the

reason why maybe the most

interesting part of their contribution is

an “in progress” version of the online

platform, in the shape of an

augmented reality installation the

observers can interact with.

The online platform is already on the

net and open to contributions from

the community’s, and a new beta

version will be soon available.

Now it is already possible to follow all

the  steps  of  the  plan  thanks  to  an

exhaustive  video  documentation

available on the net and made by the

artist Natalia Fentisova: it ranges from

discussions  on  strictly  planning

aspects planning, to the dynamics of
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change  determined  by  open  source

models,  the  participants  share  each

moment of comparison in a clear way

and focus their attention to the users’

comments.

“Open  Source  is  changing  many

aspects of our everyday life. [�] We are

shifting  from  a  corporation  owned

consumer  world  to  a  community

driven  participation  system  where

people are enjoying contributing their

knowledge  and  time  to  the  wider

public  for  free”  [5],  the  founders  of

O p e n S i m S i m  a f f i r m .  I n  t h e

architectural field this aspect implies

the  passage  from  the  individual

designer  (or  the  team as  well)  to  a

broaden network.

Architecture  could  take  advantage

from  an  extended  participation  of

very different experiences,  skills  and

knowledge, and, at the same time, the

users  would  have  the  chance  to

contribute  more  concretely  to  the

decisions concerning the environment

in which they live. However, what is

still to be seen is how all of this can

find its  application on a  large scale,

how such participation would become

real  and  mutual  and  how  this  will

i n f l u e n c e  t h e  c o n s t r u c t i v e

process…Yet this is our true challenge.

What are we waiting for?

Elena Biserna: I would like to start by

asking you how the OpenSimSim

project was born: what are the needs,

the reflections and the issues that led

you to design a platform for broader

discussion on architectural design?

Daniel Dendra: OpenSimSim started

around one a half years ago during a

discussion with my friend and fellow

architect Peter Ruge about the

situation of our profession. We made

a small experiment and asked people

to choose between a pair of pictures:

a historical house and a contemporary

building (but I don’t want to name the

architect in question) � most people

told us that they prefer the historical

house. We also showed another pair

of pictures: an old car (the same age

as the building) and a contemporary

car. Most of the people preferred the

contemporary car.

So there seems to be a huge problem

in our profession: we either make

buildings that are not good enough to

satisfy the needs and wishes of the

users, or we don’t communicate
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contemporary architecture well

enough. We actually think it’s a bit of

both.

In the past years our profession was

driven by a fast forward movement

toward iconographical and

spectacular buildings. The starting

point of this movement could be

probably defined with the “Bilbao

Effect” which led to the idea of a city

full of “Bilbao Effects”: Dubai. Many

architects participated in this crazy

movement (us included) but we

received a great wake up call with the

financial crisis. Now we have time to

look back and understand what we

have done.

At this point I would like to quote

Dieter Rams (the great German

industrial designer) who said: “We do

not need to create outstanding design

but better design”.

But the situation will get worse if we

continue to work and design in the

way we were doing. With all the

current environmental changes our

architecture and also our cities need

to get much more intelligent as they

are now. We can’t simply revert to an

old knowledge. We are facing new

environmental changes that we can’t

only solve by building energy efficient

houses. We need to think about the

users as well. Most sustainable

housing fails, today, because people

simply don’t understand how to

operate them properly. The solution is

not having a large handbook with

each house that you need to study,

but to design more intuitive design

interfaces for these new technologies.

So, suddenly, architects are faced

with new problems.

Coming back to the contemporary car

or even products such as the iPhone,

where we find all the latest

technologies integrated into a great

design� if you compare a middle class

car with a middle range design

kitchen you will figure out that you

will need to pay around the same

amount of money in order to buy it.

But in the car you get a much higher

value for money. Even the sound of

the closing doors is designed, all

technologies are networked and a lot

of attention is paid to human

interfaces. In the case of the kitchen

you get 3 or 4 intelligent machines

that are not networked and a lot of

stupid MDF [6] boxes with a nice

finish. The problem is not the amount

of units produced: there is roughly the

same amount of kitchens than cars in
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the world.

If you look at architecture, the

problem becomes even more obvious.

We are only willing to produce

prototypes with a budget that is far

smaller than what any car

manufacturing is spending on

developing a new car model: 1Billion

US$.

So, how can we develop architecture

and cities that are as intelligent as

cars? For us the only possible way is

Open Source and crowdsourcing. We

need to open the gates and let

everyone become part of it. Up to

now we have only learnt the secret

words to open the gate:

“OpenSimSim”. We need to keep it

open and spread the treasure among

all of us. The treasure is all of us and

all our knowledge.

Elena Biserna: �from all this, you

arrived at “pod”, a functional and

flexible control unit capable of storing

and distributing energy to household

devices. It is the first project (maybe I

should say the first projects)

undertaken by OpenSimSim. Would

you like to talk about the process, the

collaborations, the methodology used

to arrive at this first result?

Daniel Dendra: I think it is much easier

to log in to OpenSimSim and follow

up the process and ideas of each pod

design. We documented every step in

the design and also published the

telephone conferences between the

designers and consultants.

Elena Biserna: In fact the

documentation of the whole process �

interviews, workshops, but also web-

cam meetings among the architects

involved � are published on your blog,

and everyone can access and

comment them� Is it also a way to

raise awareness and to stimulate a

wider debate on these issues and

opportunities?

Daniel Dendra: Yes, of course. For us

going public for the Biennale was an

experiment. So we tested out how

much participation and how much

transparency we needed for the

process to work. Of course we will

continue to finely tune it from beta to

beta.

Elena Biserna: At the Venice Biennale

you presented an “in progress” version

of the online platform that you are

implementing. Some workstations

allow visitors to interact with the
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projects and to add contents,

comments, feedback and so on. What

will the users’ ways, levels and modes

of participation be in the “final”

version?

Daniel Dendra: I don’t think we will

ever reach a final version since we

have already understood that we

need to change our first roadmap and

adapt it to the needs, wishes and

feedback by the users and

participants. So we hope that our

project will remain dynamic and

flexible. At the moment we are

working on a manifesto for Open

Source Architecture and also on the

second beta version of OpenSimSim.

We have the pleasure to present

OpenSimSim and reveal the features

of the next beta at TEDxBerlin on the

15th of November. .

Elena Biserna: �so we have to wait

some days before discovering the

new version’s potentials! I am

interested, however, in delving deeper

into the issue of the role of the

participants: architecture and design

increasingly meet the needs for

flexibility and adaptability to user

demands. The use of open source

models in architectural practices

expands this possibility, involving

users’ active participation as early as

the design phase. How does this lead

to redefine the phases of the

traditional design process?

Daniel Dendra: The so-called

traditional design process tends to

end up in the documentation of the

built project in photos where no

people are shown. Some architects

generate art pieces where the user is

considered an intrusive entity. This is

why only 2% of the architecture

worldwide is done with the

participation of architects. The users

simply do not trust us anymore � many

of them think that an architect is not

needed.  At the same time, we have

the ambitious goal to reduce our CO2

production to zero by 2050 � this is

including our building and our cities.

By now, we can’t even imagine what

the answer to this challenge would

be. And I do not think that architects

can answer these questions by

themselves. If and how we need to

change the design process is a

question that we can’t answer now.

Elena Biserna: Open source design

also leads us to rethink the traditional

roles associated with architecture.

The fact that the project has become

open to contributions from a broad
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community, leads to a sort of

“multiple authorship”, to a large

sharing and collaboration between

professionals and users, among very

different skills and expertise. What

perspectives are now open to

architects, how is their role redefined?

Daniel Dendra: I don’t think there is a

redefinition of the role of the

architect. Architecture and urban

design have always been a

collaborative process. With the need

and development of more complex

systems � facades will become skins �

we need to include even more

thinkers and specialists in this

process. The role of the architect has

always been similar to the role of the

conductor of an orchestra. Many

outstanding projects are influenced

enormously by clients or other people

involved in the process. A movie is

followed by a credit list which is

several minutes long, but with

architecture we credit only a single

entity. When we say that a building is

designed by Zaha Hadid, if in reality

there is a company of around 400

architects, and probably even more

consultants involved in it, it is

incorrect.

Elena Biserna: Talking about

credits�What are the consequences of

all this in terms of copyright?

Daniel Dendra: One big challenge for

us is to adopt ideas of copy left

licenses, such as Creative Commons,

to architectural designs.  But, frankly

speaking, there shouldn’t be any

copyright for architecture since our

profession is based on hundreds of

years of development by nameless

people. Our cities have an intelligence

that was developed by the

participation process of so-called

Baumeister. Only recently we

developed the ideas of signature

buildings and architecture, but most

of our buildings worldwide are still

developed by a team of un-named

individuals. So how can we have a

copyright on something that we did

not invent? In other professions and

markets, such as the music industries

in China, the idea of copyrights is

obsolete

Elena Biserna: What are the

convergences and the differences do
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you encounter between OpenSimSim

and other open source architectural

projects such as, for example, Open

Architecture Network, Open Source

Architecture (OSA) or Open Source

Architecture for Africa?

Daniel Dendra: Of course we studied

the already existing projects and

platforms. In general, we are trying to

facilitate the participation of people

and designers and we are also

targeting not only architects, but all

people involved in the building

process and also the users of future

architectural design. Moreover, we

don’t believe that our products should

be developed for a certain region of

the world � most of the projects you

mention concentrate on the so-called

third world. Our approach is to

develop a project that is useful

enough for all the world and cultures

Elena Biserna: In fact, I think that the

first difference between these

experiences and OpenSimSim lies in

the will to involve a wider audience,

including both professionals and non

professionals. What is the importance

of the Internet, in your opinion, in

terms of will/ability to participate?

Daniel Dendra: Of course the

willingness of particpiants during the

decision-making process is in the

stage of changing. During the last

decades this was not so important,

but just look around at what is

happening worldwide: in France we

see the most intensive

demonstrations since 1968. In

Germany the middle-class is going on

the streets to demonstrate against a

multi-billion development in

Stuttgart. All this was not thinkable

some years ago. I think the recent

crisis, including also the changing

climate, was a wake up call for

people. The Internet is just a perfect

tool for developing new tools and

platforms that nourish this

movement.

Elena Biserna: So, from a general

point of view, what prospects do you

think could be developed for

collaborative design practices based

on the models of open source or

social networks, and what limits there

might be (if you haven’t already found

any)?

Daniel Dendra: Talent is not bound to

a certain geographical region. In a

decentralised state such as Germany,

this is really obvious � many of the

world market leaders in certain areas
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are based in rural areas or small cities.

Not all the talent sits in the capital. A

collaborative design process could

bring together these people that are

distributed worldwide and help them

to work on future technologies and

designs.  The limits are, obviously, the

fact that people, even with all the

technology, like to meet each other

and work together in the same space,

therefore we also have plans to

launch workshops and labs in several

cities.

Elena Biserna: In your opinion, are

there any risks? Is it possible, for

example, that a manipulation of the

project would turn people

collaboration in a sort of “politically

correct” market investigation? Or, in

other respects, could the role of the

architect or designer turn into a new

dispositif of control?

Daniel Dendra: As with any new

development or technology there are

risks implemented, but at the

moment I can’t share these fears. The

main perspective of OpenSimSim is to

generate better design through

crowdsourcing. Its results are not

targeting the current markets of

architects or designers. 98% of the

buildings in the world are done

without the participation of an

architect: we are trying to gain back

some of the lost markets for our

profession by delivering superior

products that are designed using the

intelligence of the crowd. Of course

each project has someone who

moderates the whole process and

should take care that the

collaboration develops in the right

way; a similar process is used in open

source software design.

Elena Biserna: What are the next steps

for OpenSimSim? What are

OpenSimSim’s objectives for the

short- and long-term?

Daniel Dendra: In short-term, we are

working on our next beta release and

also on the possibilities to include

more projects and involve more

people. We had a lot of interest for all

kinds of projects � we are

overwhelmed with the interest of

people and how positive they receive

our ideas. One of the main issues is

also to find some sponsors, in other

words a guaranty that we can

continue with all the ideas we are

having.

In long-term, we would like to make

our spatial environment better. It
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would be great if OpenSimSim would

become a platform for sharing ideas

and design globally, but also for

educating more people in terms of

architectural and urban design. Of

course we have a long-term roadmap,

but we have learned that it is better

not to stick to it, but to listen to what

the users of the platform want. So,

mainly, we need your comments,

suggestions, feedback and

participation. OpenSimSim is about

you and your ideas � it’s not about us.

Sharing is sexy!

http://opensimsim.net/

http://tedxberlin.de/

http://www.labiennale.org/it/archite

ttura/

http://www.anotherarchitect.com/Ot

herArchitects.html

Note:

1 – Michel de Certeau, L’invention du
quotidien.  I  Arts  de  faire,  Union

générale  d’éditions,  Paris  1980.

2 – Si veda Francesco Careri, 

Constant.
New  Baylon,  una  città  nomade

,

Testo&Immagine,  Torino  2001.

3  –

http://opensimsim.net/beta/sites/de

fault/files/oss_press-release_201-

-08-23.pdf (traduzione mia).

4  –  Acconci  Studio,  New  York;

anOtherArchitect,  Berlin  +  Moscow;

AU Studio, London; BFR Lab, Cologne

+  Langenthal;  Hangzhou  Ruge,

H a n g z h o u ;  H a p t i c

A r c h i t e c t s / S t o k k e A u s t a d ,

London/Oslo;  IÑAKI  ECHEVERRIA,

Mexico;  June14,  Berlin  +  New  York;

School Architecture, Kyoto.

5 –

http://opensimsim.net/beta/sites/de

fault/files/oss_press-release_201-

-08-23.pdf

6 – MDF, o “medium density

fiberboard”, un materiale derivato del

legno.
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Web’s Unconscious.what Does A Technical
Image Say Of You?

Loretta Borrelli

It’s a year since  when Seth Godin, the

guru of permission marketing, a highly

popular theory theory that became

very popular during the first outburst

of speculations on the dot-com, 

published his ten golden rules on how

to chose the right profile picture to

use on social networks accounts. By

following these ten simple tips on

how to show one’s inner self through

one single image, it is allegedly

possible not only to achieve the aimed

economic results, but also to become

quite popular.

It would be too simple to ironize by

analyzing each of these expedients

singularly, they seem to be nothing

but basic common sense, if we relate

them to a commercial context in

which presenting the right image of

oneself secures success in selling

anything. Nevertheless, such sarcastic

glance at cultural and economic

phenomena should be seen as the

heritage of a self-referential cultural

elite, which doesn’t bother to consider

different perspectives or to reason on 

the images used by different users to

represent themselves.

Luckily, it is also possible since several

years to confront with the work of

researchers specifically dealing with

cultural studies, analyzing those

mass-phenomena that are often

unnoticed. Professor Jeremy Sarachan

holds the chair of communication and

journalism at St. John Fisher College,

he has been spending the past few

years analyzing one of the nowadays

most popular social networks –

Facebook -, on which I already had

the occasion to write about on

Digimag.
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Probably, the most interesting side of

the American professor’s research,

consists in the attention he didn’t miss

to put in analyzing users’ profile

pictures, splitting them in several

macro-groups, that by obviously

forcing the categorization sometimes,

for example not taking graphic icons

and ad-images as logos, posters etc..

into account.

Surfing through account pages where

users show the clear intention of

representing themselves through

pictures, we might find pictures made

by professional photographers or

amateurs, webcam shots, images

testifying a relationship – like pictures

with friends or boy/girlfriends –

pictures that recall a pleasant holiday

or situation, details of a boy or a room,

images of the past (of childhood,

often), digital manipulations and

ironic editing of images from film

posters to imaginary characters, all

that in professional or amateur “art

galleries”. However, all those options

should not be considered separately.

In fact, it is quite likely that a single

user might employ many, if not all of

them during the lifetime of his or her

account.

The underlying psychological reasons

are not that simple to scrutinize and

would need much more time to be

explained. Still, if one attempts to

deepen the subject regarding the

characteristics of those platforms, it is

downright clear that they respond to

specific intentions and/or

functionalities. Images are more

straightforward and give the idea of a

quicker way of communicating. Also,

an image might often be used like a

status update, though more direct

and expressing that may be difficult

to be syntetized in a few words. In his

attempt of explaining this

phenomenon, Sarachan refers to

Walter Benjamin‘s “technologic

unconscious”, namely the capacity of

a picture to somehow fix and show us

what our subconscious records

without us noticing it.

At this stage it is useful to go one step

back and try to go deeper into two

rather complicated elements of our

speech. The first thing to clarify is

what exactly are digital and analog

photographs, second, what is a

portrait and what a self portrait in

terms of self-representation, of

showing the self.
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In his Pour use philosophy de la
photography (For a philosophy of
photography), Vilém Flusser asserts

that photographic or technical images

flatly differ from traditional images

such as paintings and drawings. The

former are third-level abstractions,

images created by devices that were

themselves created on the basis of

scientific texts, thus on concepts.

Their apparently non-symbolic

characteristics may give the

impression of some kind of window

opened on reality but such objectivity

is totally delusive. Photographs

“inform” the world, namely they tend

to give the world a form, which is

conceptual and tends towards

characteristics belonging to the

camera itself. Professional or amateur

photographers do nothing but making

use of devices’ potential, which was

previously programmed following

defined and intentional preset

concepts.

We could compare that activity with

the one of a chess player enjoying

trying his moves in a game that has

pre-defined rules. Likewise,

photographers play with the external

settings of devices, black boxes of

which internal functioning they have

no idea about. Flusser calls them

executives, playing a game they

cannot possibly know or control. They

can have vast knowledge of the rules

of functioning and combine them in

different ways, but they cannot

change or set them. The playfulness

and high potentials these devices

give, pull users towards a spasmodic

utilization, a behavior we can also

observe in social networks.

This is also because the characteristic

of the technical image is not its

matter, its hardware, the object, but

instead its immaterial part, the

software, the information inside,

mainly based on the potential of the

program that originates it. Hence,

technical images do not represent the

world but instead they encode a state

of things in patterns following preset

rules. The imperative for these

informations to circulate testifies the

existence of “Postindustrial

imperialism”, as the German

philosopher named it.

Production nowadays is no longer

oriented towards the object but

rather to its symbolic value. Markets

and firms implemented this

conceptual turnover very quickly,

drawing advantage by trading
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informations. It is worth saying that

the intentions at the roots of these

photo images’ “informant” programs is

certainly not to modify the world, but

to transform its sense on the basis of

a conceptual model which is difficult

to be isolated since it is part of a wide

cultural aspect that is not exhausted

in the intentions of the photographer

and of is cultural context, nor in the

intention of his programmer or the

one of the firms producing the device.

This conceptual model deepens its

roots in the text as writing and

capability of conceptual abstraction,

and it’s easier and more direct to be

observed in digital images. Those are

the visual elaboration of strings of 0

and 1, processed by the computer

box.

 Katherine Hayles develops this idea in

the chapter “Speech, writing, code” of

her book My Mother Was a Computer,
in which she investigates orality,

written language and code,

considering them as three coexisting

and interacting dimensions, rather

than consequential phases of cultural

evolution. Elements as the variations

of the voltage flux and the bit flux find

their significance in a higher

programming language. The

interlocking of different languages

ends up in the interface. The

interdependence between text and

technical image is expressed at the

interface level, especially in social

networks, in a way that is evident

even for the average user. There, in

fact, you see photographic images

replacing status updates or are bond

to other textual aspects , like tags,

comments and chat.

The hint Flusser gives for operating a

reworking is to look at those artists

and photographers who try to

underline the textual aspect of

photographic images and fight

against the automatization of

functioning in these devices that tend

to exclude the human.

For this reason, The rules of the game
have changed (Le regole del gioco
sono cambiate), a recent work by

young photographer Simona

Barbagallo, is interesting. This young

italian artist spent two years studying

people’s profile pictures on Meetic,  a

social network where people meet

with the aim of starting relationships.

The platform states this aim since the

beginning, and the users’ pictures are

thought and placed to look attractive

for potential partners.
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In her work the artist started by

relating the pictures to chats and

descriptions of the images given by

the users. She then proceeded by 

using other tools to take pictures of

those users, such as the webcam. It

was basically a process of

intermediation, as Heyles called it, of

the image going from the profile

picture to the text, from the webcam

to the picture taken by the

photographer during the live-

encounters. This work did not aim to

unveil any hidden authenticity in the

portrayed subjects, but rather to

underline the structural

characteristics of the chosen medium

in its textual and cultural aspects.

 On the top of that, the specifics of

that social network allowed

Barbagallo to scrutinize a secon

aspect  concerning profile pictures,

that being photographic portrait and

self-portrait. The core element of the

platform on which users’ activity is

based, is to present oneself through

details that give a representation of

the whole self. These specific, we

could call them performative,

features, suggest that their underlying

cause might be a principle of sexual

identity organization.  Barbagallo used

irony to put in evidence  how some

procedures of socially representing

sexuality, male sexuality in particular,

are mediated by the technical image.

The authoress asked to the different

subjects to stike poses that would

represent them, photographing them

by using different means and in the

live encounters especially, by

involving the body. Such process of

face others thigh symbolic elements is

evident in theatre performances.

Especially considering to main

aspects: the boundaries of the stage

and all that is said during the play, one

can notice ow the property of

performing is not a prerogative of

gestures, but of language too, seeing

it as the capacity of showing oneself

through words. By enacting this, one

states his/her very presence and

ability to communicate.

German philosopher Friedrich Kittker

remarked a correlation between

performative and computer language.

In his view, code is comparable to a

set of interconnected performative

statements. Thus, code turns into a

metaphor of the ability to speak

reaching an elaboration in which any

relation with the body is lost and the

software becomes a reproduction of
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the faculty of speech seen as action,

but empty and deceitfully neutral.

That feature can also be detected in

2.0 web platforms. The structure of

these network is not just the

expression of political and social

decisions; we can remark, in fact, how

the code can isolate the pure

potential of stating and the one of

acting. That characteristic is probably

easier to be recognized on another

web platform which became very

popular during this past year, that is

Chatroulette. There, users are brought

towards a way of representing

themselves, very similar to theatrical

acting, the scene space defined by

the webcam angle.

 In her first installation called
Strangers, Simona Barbagallo actually

made use of that specific platform.the

work consists of fifteen covered with

photo-portraits of Chatroulette users.

Portraits that actually are screenshots

stolen within the few seconds

between the transition from chat to

chat. In the middle  we see a video of

one the platform’s most common,

although most extreme

performances, that is a man

masturbating. Equally extreme was

the performance chosen by artists

01.org for 2010 No Fun project. They

decided to enact a suicide on Chat

Roulette. It is possible to see people’s

reactions to that in the videos

documenting the performance.

However, might the action be deadly

or sexual, it will still be automatically

recorded and streamed without

needing to obey to any human

intention, which, by its side, basically

only explores the potentials of a pre-

programmed device. Similarly, both

artists sought for a brake within these

continuous fluxes of data. The former

did it by using the click of the camera,

a stage one step before the total

automatization of a system giving to

its users infinite possibilities of self-

representation, but at the same time

leads to bring up the most obvious

ones. The latter, instead, tried to

cause a media-shock in order to arise

doubts in the users about reality and

fiction, world and technologic

mediation.

So far, what we could notice is that

either considering technical images or

performative actions filmed by a

webcam, the undiscussed leader of

the contexts is and remains the text,

the code, the information. The so-
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called information society is not only

the most recent stage of capitalism,

but a cultural attitude that has very

distant roots. Again, according to

Vilém Flusser, men started from the

invention of writing to develop a

process of abstraction of the world.

Machines are an outcome of such

abstraction. They simulate mental

processes, but still following a

Cartesian structure; accordingly, to

each element of thought, there is a

corresponding point in the world.

We can say, by simplifying the matter,

that with the publication of A
Mathematical Theory of
Communication by Claude Shannon,

the scientific basis were set for

considering information as a core

element within a formal system of

data-exchange through a channel that

defines the information form and

rules. The system enhances its

features with time; this also thank to

the obstacles put by its users, but the

final goal for a system such structured

is total automation. The impression is

that there is always something that

escapes the simplification of this

conceptual model, that human

variability is impossible to be plainly

expressed through that.

 The attempt of a political critique to

define the intentions  of programming

up to its very system of production,

would blind such critique when facing

a wider cultural attitude. It’s not the

classic matter of alienation that we

are dealign with, but rather with one

concerning human freedom in a

completely new context in which

neo-capitalism thrives. A radical

critique should start from a cultural

revolution that would question and

displace the wester-culture though,

which for centuries has been the base

of our cosmological idea.

It is fundamental to detect, as Flusser

states in the end: ” In the environment

of automated, programmed and

programming machines, there is

space for human freedom, for

showing eventually how it is still

possible to create an area of freedom

[�] This kind of philosophy is

necessary, since it is the only kind of

revolution we are still allowed to

enact.”
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Anders Weberg. Url And Networks As Artworks
Mathias Jansson

These six URLs following are art. No, I

don’t mean that the URLs lead to an

homepage with a net.art project. I

mean that the URL itself is the

artwork.

http://www.theurlistheartwork.com/

http://you-talking-to-me.com/

http://lrntrlln.org/p/thisisart/

http://canyoubelievethisdomainwasa

vailable.com/

http://asdflkjhasdflkjhasdflkjhasdflkjh

asdflkjhasdflkjhasdflkjhasdflkj.com/

http://www.thissiteisnotavailableinyo

urcountry.com/

Web based art, must have an address,

an URL, which tells the user where the

artwork is stored on the web.  This

obvious, but inescapable fact has the

Swedish artist Anders Weberg among

others, thought about in there art

works.

So, If you digit

www.theurlistheartwork.com/, in

your browser you will be taken to a

homepage with the text: “The url is

The artwork by Anders Weberg,

October 2009″. The actual address,

the URL is in this case the artwork.

Can a net.art work be more

minimalistic and sublime than just a

simple URL?

The artist duo Jodi, who always use to

be the first to explore new media,

have of course already used this

technique to create net.art. If you surf

to the address

http://you-talking-to-me.com/, you

will find the following monologue,

which constantly repeats itself in the

browser address bar:
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http://you-talking-to-me.com/

http://well-i-am-the-only-one-here.c

om/

http://who-the-fuck-do-you-think-y

ou-are-talking-to.com/

http://you-talking-to-me-you-talking

-to-me-you-talking-to-me.com/

http://then-who-the-hell-else-are-yo

u-talking-to.com/

The monologue is taken from the

movie Taxi Driver (1976) in which

Travis Bickle (played by Robert de

Niro) stands before a mirror and talks

to himself. Jodi lets the monologue

repeat itself ad infinitum just by

sending the visitors around in a loop

to different URLs.

Sumoto.iki, a French net artists, has

created the page This is art on

http://lrntrlln.org/p/thisisart/. The

URL leads you to a white page with a

text saying: “This is a page. Just click

everywhere“. The text “This is a page”

refers to a painting by he famous

surrealist artist René Magritte (1898-

1967) who used to play with words in

his titles. The painting This is not a
Pipe from 1929 is well known in art

history because the painting shows a

pipe, but the title says it’s not a pipe,

and it’s of course not a real pipe only a

painting of a pipe.

When sumoto.iki says “This is a page”

well his has right it’s a webpage, but

the URL also says “This is art” and

since sumoto.iki is an artist the

statement seems legitimate. The URL,

the title, makes an ordinary

homepage a piece of art.

The URL is the core of the Internet

and it’s vital to have an easy and

catchy URL that the visitors

remember. Misspelled URLs of well-

known domain names are often used

by non serious people to earn money,

but artists can also use URL:s to make

art. A unique and different URL can

make the visitor start thinking about

what an URL is and why we use them.

For example artist David Kraftsows’

work

http://canyoubelievethisdomainwasa

vailable.com/ leads the visitor to a

white homepage with the text: “Can

you believe this domain was

available???” The answer is of course

yes. Who would like to register a

domain that people will not

remember or be able to spell to?
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Evan Roth has taken this question to

the ultimate limit. His online web

based new work is a very hard URL to

spell

(

http://asdflkjhasdflkjhasdflkjhasdflkjh

asdflkjhasdflkjhasdflkjhasdflkj.com/),

but when you finally succeeds to

reach the page you are warmly

rewarded. You can always cheat and

click on the link, but then you miss a

vital part of the work, which is the

manual typing of the URL. A process

that is so important for the work that

Roth has created an URL performance

available on

Vimeo(http://vimeo.com/1140419)

But let us return to the artist Anders

Weberg (b. 1968), living in Malmö

Sweden and working as an artist and

experimental filmmaker. He has

become known for a broader public

by using P2P technique as his gallery

and distribution channel for video art

(http://shop.recycled.se/).

His P2P-art works has the release date

as title, and the latest is therefore

called 101010, and is a 10 hour 10

minute 10 seconds and 10 frames long

audio visual excursion. Previous works

in the same series are called 090909
and is a 9 hour, 9 minute and 9

seconds and 080808 an 8 hour 8

minute and 8 seconds long audio

visual excursion etc. Weberg is a

frequent guest at different film

festivals and New Media art event

around the world.

One of his latest films, Sweden for
beginners made in collaboration with

Robert Willim, is an imaginative

journey through the spaces, the life

and everyday world of Sweden,

investigating stereotypes of Sweden,

like the Bergmanesque gloom, erotica

and nature romanticism.

Webergs interests in places are also

the subject for the series called

Elsewhereness. Its videos made from

audio and video material found on the

web, material that emanates from a

specific place as cities as Utrecht,

Cape Town, Manchester or

Yokohama.“The audiovisual pieces are

manipulated and composed into a

surreal journey through an estranged

landscape, based entirely on the

culturally bound and stereotypical

preconceptions of the artists about

the actual location.” explains Weberg.
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During the last years Weberg also

have started to make net.art and

URL-art as mentioned above. He

describes himself a big fan

minimalistic artworks and DigiMag

got a interview with him about P2P

Art and URL-art.

Mathias Jansson: When did you

interests for net.art and P2P-art.com

started?

Anders Weberg: I started to conceive

this project in the late-90s and when I

had just started using the Internet for

publishing videos. In the same time

“Napster” happened. The P2P Art

project was release in 2006 and could

be described as: Art made for – and

only available on – the peer to peer

networks. The original artwork is first

shared by the artist until one other

user has downloaded it. After that the

artwork will be available for as long as

other users share it. The original file

and all the material used to create it

are deleted by the artist. There’s no

original”

Basically I make films that are

uploaded and shared on the P2P nets,

while original files are deleted forever.

The shared works starts its new,

autonomous life, surfing the Net

without any control, in a compressed

low-resolution version. When people

stop sharing the films it is gone

forever. On one hand it’s a way to

acknowledge the beauty of work that

is existing only briefly. This has been

done many times before in the art

world history using different media

and methods. On the other hand it’s a

comment to the precious original.

Also, we currently exist in an era

where almost everything is within

keyboard reach, and, at the same

time, we desire things that are not

easily accessible. That is part of

human nature. So in a way the project

is about creating scarcity with the

same technology that is intended to

make information readily accessible

and reproducible.

Up until now five films have been

released and deleted. The shortest

was 45 minutes and the longest was

the nine hour, nine minutes, nine

seconds and nine frames long film

that I released 2009/09/09, 090909.

The next release will be 101010

released on 2010/10/10.
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Mathias Jansson: In 2009 you created

a net.art work called The URL is the

Artwork.  How did you come up with

the idea?

Anders Weberg: At that time I had

done some net project together with

Artist and Cultural Analysist Robert

Willim where we included GPS

devices, Google Earth and digital

video, and I was looking for a more

clean net art project and I was trying

to be as minimalistic as I could think

of at that time.

Mathias Jansson: What does the URL

mean for you as an artist?

Anders Weberg: It does mean a lot to

me. Identity perhaps? Perhaps today

it’s more important with an URL than

a gallery? Can a URL be a gallery? Is

there a need for a gallery if you are

making work that fits in a URL?  These

are Interesting and challenging times

to be an artist today, where the

boundaries between online/offline is

blurred and I’m always curious on how

new technologies are used by the

public and how that can be

transformed into my own work.

As a sidenote I lost the most valuable

asset I have (or had) a month ago

when my domain

www.andersweberg.com was lost

since I missed to re-register it and

someone bought it. Since then I’ve

been taking screenshots every day of

the new site and its ads for small blue

pills and machines that will make your

manhood grow. Perhaps that will lead

to another project.

Mathias Jansson: Is there any

similarity between your URL-art and

your P2P-art? Which ideas or concept

do you like to explore or discuss in

your art?

Anders Weberg: I think the common

denominator in my more concept

based art is meant to comment upon

and raise questions around issues of

authorship, fair use, copyright,

attribution, citation, accreditation,

intellectual property, censorship and

consumerism
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Mathias Jansson: In your latest

http://www.thissiteisnotavailableinyo

urcountry.com/, you will find a similar

statement that sites as YouTube

presents when there are copyright

restrictions and the material can not

be viewed in your country.

Anders Weberg: Yes. The project also

comment on the so called “freedom”

on the net that I take for granted but

that’s not the case in all countries.

Mathias Jansson:And what do you

think about copyright as an artist, for

example you started with spreading

you work for free on peer-to-peer

networks?

Anders Weberg: I do think the

“precious” original always will have a

place in a lot of people hearts but

today most of us treat all kinds of

media very ephemeral without that

much care about the precious original

when everything is available and free

online. Is there a value in an exact

replica as a digital copy versus the

original?

Many things have been written about

these issues but for me the eye

opener was back when I started

working with computers and realised

that if I pushed ctrl/cmd + c and

ctrl/cmd + v I had a 100 percent copy

of the file.- In the époque of contents

sharing through the Net, in fact, we

always find ourselves in a new

condition of resources ubiquity,

always disposable in a million of

versions indistinguishable one to

another: an army of multiples without

an original.

As an artist and given the kind of work

I do I think it’s pretty clear how I feel

about copyright on my own work. All

rights reserved. All wrongs reversed.

http://www.p2p-art.com/

http://www.theurlistheartwork.com/

http://blog.recycled.se/
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Frieze Art Fair. Art To Transform The Reality
Alexandra Purcaru

Collectors, curators, galleries, and

curious visitors attended the eighth

edition of the Frieze Art Fair: the Main

International Fair of Contemporary Art

held in London – Regent’s Park  from

October 14th to 17th. The dynamism of

the 173 galleries members who

represented 29 countries and over

1000 artists shows that Art Fairs are

not only about money.

Although Frieze Art Fair was born with

the main intention to sell the

artworks, the show has become over

the years a cultural event that

includes discussions with artists

commissioned ad hoc, projects and

collaborations with International

Institutions such as Signal (Sweden)

and Vector (Romania) in 2010.

The artists that I have chosen to

follow at the Fair are working

primarily in the area of ‘innovative

media”: video art, installations and

sculptures that often include the use

of consumer goods (household

appliances, designer items,

technology products ) located in non-

conventional settings.  What emerges

from this report has a flair for the

remix, for the recovery of both analog

and digital materials and for the

installation of archival documents;

moving from recovery of archive

images from the 60s – 70s as in the

case of the Israeli artist Elad Lassry, to

the video mute Floor, shot in super 8

transferred to 16 mm film by Charles

Atlas, and continuing to the assembly

and use of appliances, film extracts,

fragments of furniture and pieces of

art existing that Haroon Mirza

associated to produce audio

composition.
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Elad Lassryrapresented by Galleria

Massimo de Carlo

http://www.massimodecarlo.it/Dyna

mic/Artists,intLangID,2,intCategoryID,

2,intItemID,115.html

Mark Aerial Waller rapresented by

Rodeo Gallery

http://www.rodeo-gallery.com/rode

o/?page_id=50

Haroon Mirza rapresented by Lisson

Gallery

http://www.lissongallery.com/#/artis

ts/haroon-mirza/

Ed Atkins rapresented by Cabinet

http://edatkins.co.uk/page1/page1.ht

ml

Marcus Coates rapresented by Kate

MacGarry Gallery

http://www.katemacgarry.com/marc

uscoates.php

Charles Atlas rapresented by Vilma

Gold

http://www.vilmagold.com/newpage

s/artists/CA1.htm

Jin Shan rapresented by Platform

China

http://www.platformchina.org/en/in

dex.asp

This report focuses on the artists

themselves who then become reality

through their work ranging from

surreal sound installations and visual

performances – the images are used

as a means to transport the viewer

into an other space-time, real or

imaginary, past or future.

Where does the contemporary artist

stand in relation to art history? As

stated by Wolfgang Tillmans (keynote

speaker at Frieze), even when the

artist touches on topics and styles

already used in the past, the

originality of the work is the fact that

the time and the context in which

they are situated are in continuous

change. Therefore they leave a space

for innovation. By its nature,

contemporary art questions the

relationship with the classical past.

For the artist, sounds, images and

objects are no longer sufficient for

themselves. The harmony between

the individual parts has to be broken

to create a remix between culture,

history and fiction.
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Wolfgang Tillmans

Wolfgang Tillmans is a photographer

that began in the late 80s to use the

printer as a medium for his work – this

“mechanical medium” has over time

become his main “love affair”. Later,

he found interest in laser printers that

allowed him to enlarge pictures of

magazines and reportages. Then he

discovered a “digital texture pattern”

and he started to work with those

degradation of color that have made

his work unique. These are images

that seems to be drawn with

softwares as photoshop, but that

turns out to be simple photographs of

fluids or weathering.

The artist loves the purity and charm

of the paper as a medium, which

allows him to see the photos as

“photo”, in other words as physical

bodies and not as “images” that have

an information content. Therefore

Tillmans uses equally the words

“picture” and “image” because the

photos are not perceived only for the

content they represent. In his opinion,

the camera often lies about what is in

front, but never lie about who is

behind it. Tillmans is not interested in

the proliferation of images, the quality

of the picture lies in its simplicity and

transparency. It is for this reason that

his photos neither aim to enhance the

staging nor invite us to understand

how they were created.

Haroon Mirza

Israeli artist Haroon Mirza, born in

1977, studied at the Chelsea Art

School and Goldsmiths. He now lives

between London and Sheffield and his

work focuses mainly on sound and

installation. The artist arranges sound

sculptures that are mostly composed

of vintage furniture and objects mixed

technology, where the use of acoustic

elements and sound in general are an

integral part of his work. Haroon Mirza

tries to deepen the study of visual and

acoustic as a pure aesthetic form,

limiting the perceptual distinction

between music, sound and noise. One

gets the impression that the artist is

fascinated by the idea that his works

remain open and in continuous

movement and contains a sense of

experimentation and research. A truly

experimental work relationship

between the artist and his work

where the sculptures can be seen as

autonomous creatures, since it is

unpredictable to know what kind of
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sound they will produce.

Mark Aerial Waller

Phantom Avantgarde is a film

composed of elements of collage

(pictures of Parisian intellectuals of

the mid-1960), photocopied and

enlarged to life size and a selection of

key films of Existential Cinema. Once

removed from their historical and

cultural content the cutouts regain

their life and their three-

dimensionality. The artist gives

photograms a second opportunity to

express themselves by adding

subtitles from the novel by Louis-

Ferdinand Celine, Journey to the End
of the Night. In this way the

characters seem to become curious

about themselves in their new

awakening. Both film and its staging

have been designed to create a stable

architecture that holds together

perfectly the frames that Waller was

selected by Jean Cocteau’s Orphée
(1950), Louis Buñuel’s Simon of the
Desert (1965) as well as references to

Le Jour se Lève (1939) by Marcel

Carné.

The choice of using a full length mirror

that reflects the video projected onto

the rear projection screen is quite

unique and is part of the staging of

the opera. In this way the image can

be displayed both on the screen and

on the opposite mirror making it

possible to have two different

perspectives on the work. This allows

the viewer to enter the installation

and to become part of the reflected

image.

Ed Atkins

Impulses to Reanimate a Dead
Alsatian, 2010

Ink on paper and recorder

Variable dimensions

The piece evokes the performance of

Dennis Oppenheim, Unitled
Performance, 1974 � in which an

Alsatian dead dog was placed on a

keyboard: the decomposing body

created music by pressing different

keys, depending on the movement of

his body. Atkins’ work was created in

a similar way, using the artist’s body

and the keyboard to create the

feedback, bringing to light this little

known performance.

In addition to Ed Atkins the Gallery

represents also the artist Cosey Fanni

Tutti, a founding member of
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Throbbing Gristle, that in my opinion

deserves to be mentioned since we

are talking about art and music.

They are artists that rework existing

material, artists whose works revolve

around socio-cultural systems, such

as religion, mass consumerism and

advertising. Artists that study the

movements of the body, which break

down to the smallest components the

dance, the music, the film frames, the

photos, in order to reflect on the

simplicity of the elements that

constitute them. We find then a

carousel of pictures, music, video,

photos, noise, lights, silences that

seem trivial, fruits of a everyday

collage that leaves an appropriate

balance between the new and the

already seen. The artists displays a

knowledge of the tools of expression

available to them. In the field of

cinema, for example, many

interventions are made at the level of

framing, context, sound or non-

sound, color and focus.

Recombining these elements we can

get installations and video art � which

are ways of expression quite complex

and multifaceted as they lends

themselves to the use of different

tools for their staging. In other words

it is a desire to make art that does not

end in the aesthetic taste of the

artists, but includes also a mastery of

technical means of expression that

are the basis of commercial media

production.

http://www.friezeartfair.com/
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The Charm Of Precariousness. A Conversation
With Jose’ Luis De Vicente

Barbara Sansone

A few years ago, there was an

omnipresent personality to be seen at

any digital art event organized in

Barcelona (amongst other places).

This personality was José Luis de

Vicente, a writer, theorist, curator, and

researcher actively involved in events

like Sónar (http://www.sonar.es),

OFFF (http://www.offf.ws) and

ArtFutura (http://www.artfutura.org).

José was, and still is, known across

the world for his blog Elástico

(http://www.elastico.net). It’s for this

reason that he and his partner, Marta

Peirano, have been included amongst

the European cultural bloggers

interviewed by labforculture.org

(whose collection of interviews also

includes one on the director and

founder of Digicult, Marco Mancuso).

Some years ago, José Luis stopped

collaborating with these festivals in

order to focus on his personal career

path. At the moment, José Luis, apart

from being a jury member in several

digital art awards (like Prix Ars

Electronica, Transmediale Award,

Vimeo Award), teaching at the Elisava

(http://www.elisava.net/) in

Barcelona, directing the 

Visualizar

program of the Medialab Prado di

Madrid

(http://medialab-prado.es/visualizar)

and curating several exhibitions like
Habitar

(

http://www.laboralcentrodearte.org/

en/735-concept) at the Mediateca

Expandida of the LABoral – Art and

Industrial Creation Centre in Gijón

(http://www.laboralcentrodearte.org

), takes part, with 12 partners of

different origins, in ZZZinc

(http://www.zzzinc.net), a platform

(as well as a space and lab) for digital

production, research and innovation,

based in Barcelona.
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José Luis de Vicente has always been

a curator with a particular, and very

personal, vision, as well asa well-

rounded figure capable of becoming

instantly famous thanks to his wide

range of interests, his genuine

enthusiasm in sharing knowledge and

the continuous attention he’s paid to

social dimensions of the new media-

art phenomenon. This is why we

thought it would be especially

interesting to have a chat with him.

We met him at the C3 bar at the

Centre of Contemporary Culture in

Barcelona.

Barbara Sansone:  What lead you to

end up here?

José Luis de Vicente: My background

is not in the world of art and my

relationship with art is kind of

coincidental, accidental. At the

beginning, my idea was to study

journalism and dedicate myself to

popular culture. Then my father, who

was a journalist like my grandfather,

suggested that I studied instead,

something which I would be

interested in writing about. I changed

my mind, I studied Contemporary

Literature and specialised in

Contemporary English and North-

American Literature. At this time, in

the early ’90s, my field of specialism

was not provided by the Spanish

education system; but the first wave

of digital culture was emerging, and it

was mainly based on the Californian

cyberculture and models like

“Mondo2000″

(http://www.mondo2000.net/),

“Wired” (http://www.wired.com), la

Electronic Frontier Foundation

(http://www.eff.org/).

This was also a time in which

educational institutions were

beginning to getinternet access. The

internet was completely different

then; it was a kind of secret society

made up of people amazed by the

possibility of communicating through

a medium quite unknown to the

others. In these years, I began to

realise that what interested me the

most was the scope, the intersection

and the cultural and social

repercussions of technology as a

means of transformation and change.

Culture, in this case, is intended in its

widest meaning, and is not specific to

art.
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In ’98, when I was finishing university,

ArtFutura, Spain’s first festival on new

media art and technology, came to

my hometown, Seville, after having

been in Madrid and Barcelona. I

attended and had the opportunity to

see Derrick de Kerckhove and

Eduardo Kac, who were working in

the field of virtual reality and devices

like the Cave. It was love at first sight,

and I knew that this was what I

wanted to be involved in. This was not

my first contact with the world of

cyberculture; as I said, at university I

had read magazines like “Mondo

2000″ and “Wired”, had taken an

interest in cyberpunk culture as a

literary genre and the web as an

independent space, and had followed

various lines of work. But it was the

festival that truly revealed to me what

I wanted to do.

When the festival was over, I wrote to

ask if I would be allowed to do

something in the following year’s

edition, if I could help in some way. It

took a month or two for them to

respond, but it was a warm answer. In

1999, I joined the festival as a

volunteer. In 2000, I was entrusted

with my first job, a collection of Chris

Cunningham’s work. In the meantime,

I had met people involved in several

Spanish online communities and free

software like Barrapunto

(http://barrapunto.com/), which lead

me to my first experiences in the field

of digital journalism. These early

experiences put me in contact with

journalists who wrote on the Internet

about new media, introducing me to

an interesting world and the dawn of

new media.

I was lucky becauseat this time in

Spain, there was a great call for

people to write on the Internet about

the Internet, and not many people

who could do it, yet I already knew

what it was all about. I was given the

chance to write for “El Mundo” in

“Diario del navegante”

(

http://www.elmundo.es/elmundo/na

vegante.html), a national newspaper.

This was surprising because the first

article I wrote for “El Mundo” was only

the third or fourth article of my career!

Those were incredible years because

digital journalism was inventing itself

in real time. You could do whatever

you wanted: traditional boundaries

imposed by writing on paper were

suddenly gone. And so I was a digital

journalist for a couple of years; more

than anything else, divulging what
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was happening in the world of digital

culture and in the meeting point

between culture and technology. At

the same time my relationship with

ArtFutura continued. For me, the

festival was a means of exploring

many fields, not only art.

In 2000, the festival left Seville and

moved back to Barcelona, where it

remained until last year. Many things

changed within the organisation and

Montxo Algora asked me to move

here and work with him on the

festival, of which I became assistant

director. I arrived here in May 2001

and started taking part in several

projects like Sónar and OFFF. My

relationship with journalism became

full of ups and downs, some years I

wrote a lot, others I wrote little. I

founded, with three journalists (and

friends), a collective blog Elástico.

Now, I’m teaching here in Barcelona

at the Elisava, I’m the curator of

several projects, and not long ago we

opened a new office, ZZZinc, a

working group which develops

research, cultural and innovation

projects.

Barbara Sansone: What is the

relationship today between curator

and artist? Does the curator tend to

overpower the artist? Are they in

competition with one another? Or is it

a partnership?

José Luis de Vicente:  Relationships

can be determined by several criteria.

Above all else, it is a case of common

interests, where each person has

something the other wants.

Sometimes this means a fair,

professional and easy relationship,

and in other cases, the best ones, it’s a

real process of intellectual complicity,

where the curator interprets the

artists work in a certain way, and the

artist likes this perspective and is

enabled to grow, to see his work from

a different angle. Obviously, the very

best times are when they start with

nothing, and they work together, one

creating the right conditions, and the

other developing an idea.

There are obviously as many

relationships as there are people and
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circumstances. An exhibition,

however, is a window into the world

of an artist. Starting from a specific

moment, it becomes an artefact

between the institution and the artist,

and the curator has to negotiate in

order to create discourses, thoughts

and frames. This is the kind of

curatorship I’m interested in. When

curatorship is just a technical process,

focused only on the right way to

display the works, it is respectable,

but leaves almost no space to

creativity. Creating an exhibition can

be a very easy job: of course, there are

difficulties, complexities, but in itself, I

don’t believe it to be a great

intellectual challenge. For me, it only

becomes one when you make it a

medium for communicating what you

want to say.

For me, the most important thing

about exhibitions is the capacity to

create a discourse, a point of

attention towards what you want to

express through other qualities, like

spaces. I love this. I find it more

interesting and powerful to present an

idea as a space rather than as a text. I

think it is simply an artifact resulting

from a process of negotiation, for

which the curator is the principal

organizer, since he has to produce a

number of different conditions with

several parties, which obviously have

different interests, conditions and

needs. This is at least true for my area;

although I am sure it cannot be

applied to many others which have

different conditions � for example, I

would generally not apply this to

contemporary art.

Barbara Sansone: What happens when

the ideas of curator and artist differ?

José Luis de Vicente: Every decision

made by the curator is filtered many

times mainly for conceptual reasons.

For example, you want an art work to

be part of a specific route, or for the

means of a festival, you want some art

works to be displayed one after the

other. Sometimes this is a subjective

choice of a curator, which obviously

isn’t good if it goes against the will of

the artist. Sometimes the curator has

a certain distance which allows him to

see things that the artist can’t see,

and in fact the best decisions are

often guesswork, taking an artist with

a certain idea but who doesn’t know

how to produce a situation in which it

can be read, and giving him concrete

conditions.
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But there are many determining

factors: these are above all processes

of political negotiation with the

institutions. For example, the fact that

Ars Electronica (http://www.aec.at/)

had to be in a factory this year is the

result of a political decision resulting

in an institutional relationship

between two organizations. This was

obvious in many areas, and created

numerous difficulties: we could hang

nothing on the walls, it was difficult to

follow the exhibition because there

was too much space, and sequences

were not clear, and some factors, like

light and sound, were out of our

control.

You always try to do your best with

what you have to work with, even in

the most difficult situations. Another

example is Máquinas y Almas

(

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=1266), an exhibition

organized with many problems and

limitations. I don’t think I will ever

organize another exhibition with the

same budget and limits, even if I had

to work an extra 50 years! You often

find all kinds of limitations, and

negotiating with the institutions is

very complicated. It’s like a puzzle:

you have a specific number of

elements which you have to fit

together and you have to strive for

the result which combines the largest

possible amount of objectives. But it’s

often impossible to combine them all.

Barbara Sansone: Like movie

directors, curators are usually known

only to insiders and fans. Most people

remember the exhibition, the artist,

the art work, but not the inventor of

what they’ve seen. This is not the case

for you, people know you.

José Luis de Vicente: Really? I don’t

feel like that [laughs]! Sometimes I

think that an audience different from

us doesn’t exist! That there’s no

general public at all, and that we are

all the same. I never wanted things to

be like that: I always felt like an

educator. I don’t believe I’mmore

well-known than others. Let’s think

about Jorge Luis Marzo or Mery

Cuesta: in my opinion, their

personalities and discourses play a

key role in all their projects. They

really are curator-authors. I have an

ever-changing range of obsessions

and interests: I do not have a steady

line of work, I am always changing

from one thing to another� I don’t
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know, maybe because I am sort of

intellectual flâneur, an amateur. I am

enchanted by one epoch, and then by

another, I change direction all the

time.

I don’t know what to tell you: I don’t

feel like people know me more than

others. Generally I think that people

understand me, and that’s more or

less the most important goal I’ve

reached. I try to communicate things I

want to say in the most simple and

understandable way possible, this is

crucial for me. It is very important not

to conceive projects as airtight

containers forcing the consumerto

read a code he can’t understand or

control. Maybe that’s it, I don’t know.

It is hard to talk about yourself.

Barbara Sansone: I think that your

attitude might be a reason for this:

during the events for which you were

curator, I saw you as part of the

crowd, fun and enthusiastic. This kind

of energy is inevitably passed on to

others.

José Luis de Vicente: This is true:

enthusiasm and excitement when I

see something really interesting have

always been my driving force. It is also

true that many people keep a

distance from the project, a kind of

suspicion, an intellectual distance. I

don’t: I am a fan, and personal

participation is the only way I know

how to act. There was a time when I

was involved in so many projects, that

people maybe found me a little boring

[laughs]. It was a period in which only

a few people were involved in these

things. Today things are different, I

feel much more supported than five

years ago. People that once were

following different lines of work are

now coming together, and it is not

strange to see them in the same

contexts.

Barbara Sansone: You have already

partly answered, but maybe you

would like to add something: how

does the personality of the curator

affect an event? For example,

everyone could see the difference

when you left OFFF or ArtFutura.

Why? What was your mark?

José Luis de Vicente: Everyone has his

look, his perspective. There is a

shapeless mass of productions out

there, and what we essentially do is

project a look, connect the dots so as

to create a story. It is quite similar to

the preparation process of a
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newspaper in that you have to decide

what to print and what to leave.

Similarly, curators decide how to link

the art works and create a specific

concept.

For example, OFFF focused on the

design and web design community. I

was looking for a space starting in the

experimental field of design, and

reaching a more popular feeling; more

direct and probably more

sophisticated and technically

spectacular, which fitted this context

perfectly. I tried to select various

personalities who weren’t really part

of the art and design community

traditionally seen at OFFF. I felt like

they could expand the perspective of

the event: they were people like

Casey Reas, Ben Fry, Jonathan Harris

or Graffiti Research Lab. Many of them

weren’t web-designers, they didn’t

work in agencies, but they expanded

the vocabulary and maintained an

ambiguity and an equal distance

between the world of art and that of

commercial production and design.

This was very important to me

because I wanted to expand the

event, to make it about more that just

a web design convention. When I left

the festival,

It probably returned to its traditional

style. This confirms the importance of

curators in the organization.

As for ArtFutura, it had a very specific

tradition: it started up during the ’90s

in a very concrete context, and it had

always been a complicated project

because the idea was to maintain an

easy relationship between cultural

artistic production and commercial

production. Everything went: you

could present artistic projects and

Hollywood productions side by side. It

was taken for granted that it didn’t

matter. But often it did matter: the

readability was not easy and one

production could cast a shadow on

another. ArtFutura was always

associated with special effects and

videogames, whereas when I worked

for the festival, people like Howard

Rheingold, Bruce Sterling, Steven

Johnson and Lev Manovich were

hosted.

Barbara Sansone: You dealt with the

first day of the weekend, is that right?

José Luis de Vicente: Yes, I did.

Thursday and Friday were my

responsibility; the computer
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animation day was on Saturday, and

that was the responsibility of Montxo

Algora; Sunday was dedicated to

videogames, and we ended up

starting an interesting relationship

with Daniel Sánchez-Crespo. For me,

that was a way to develop

relationships between commercial

developers of videogames, artists

working on videogames or

independent videogames creators

and media art (or digital art). They are

all part of the same culture.

One yearToshio Iwai and Tetsuya

Mizuguchi came, they had been

classmates at art school. The former is

one of the most important figures in

the field of interactive media, the

latter is one of the greatest

videogames designers. It was

interesting to have them in the same

space and to see the similarities and

differences in their activities. This was

a success for ArtFutura because this

type of thing doesn’t happen in other

contexts.

Barbara Sansone: In your opinion, how

can one define and evaluate works of

new media art?

José Luis de Vicente: As for the

definition, for me it’s dependent on

the conversation a work intends to

create, the questions it asks, and what

the artefact, or device, wants to

introduce. So what distinguishes a

media art work from a non-media art

work (which belongs to contemporary

art, which is something different)? I

don’t know. There are people who are

really concerned about this topic, but

it doesn’t interest me a great deal:

what is important to me is the

conversation. In this sense, contrary to

the field of contemporary art, I feel

much more comfortable in the field of

new media art because the questions

it raises are the questions I’m

concerned about.

As for an evaluation, how can one

decide whether an art work is

beautiful or not? The right criteria do

not exist, and it would be difficult to

define a scale. On the one hand the

art work must give the chance to

access different levels of perception,

on the other hand it must raise a

conversation, arouse an issue, open a

range of possibilities, a new scenario.

This could be a good way to evaluate

an art work. Its economic value is not

a good parameter: this is a classic

mistake. As for its value as an
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interactive experience? It depends,

but for me, this isn’t a crucial element.

Many media art projects that caught

my attention basically have

something fragile, precarious about

them. More than solid realities, they

look like attempts, alpha versions of

what they could become. But I find

them more interesting because they

change the conversation, the

discourse. For example, during this

year’s Ars Electronica I really enjoyed

the work of Daan van den Berg, a

designer claiming to have created (in

theory, but I use it as a story, it

doesn’t matter whether it is true or

not) a virus able to infect the CAD-

CAM files of Ikea products creating

deformities just like a biological virus.

The creation of deformities to Ikea

lamps deal with a relatively new

device like rapid prototyping, digital

manufacturing and issues like mass

customization opposing to mass

production, and large-scale industrial

production. So, I found many

interesting ideals not only in the

object itself, but also in its story and

the process of decoding it.

In the context of new media, I believe

that most of these stories are proofs

of concept, prototypes, possible

incarnations of research. Obviously,

reading the research through a

tangible, physical proof is not always

easy. It is important to get into

contact with proof and the

presentation of the device rather than

the device itself. That’s why I am very

sceptical about presenting new media

art through somewhat standard

exhibitions. Often you can visit a new

media exhibition which is trying to be

something else and has been there for

a month, and find yourself alone with

all those devices, before a sort of

rotting corpse, something that

worked well on its very first day, but

which quickly stopped working.

Barbara Sansone: In your opinion, to

what extent can The eye writer
created by Zach Lieberman, Chris

Sugrue, Theo Watson and Graffiti

Research Lab � be considered an art

work, and not only a device made by

artists for artists?

José Luis de Vicente: This project is

the evidence of boundaries blending. I

had the same uncertainties before

seeing an image: as part of the

research, data that Tempt

(http://temptone.wordpress.com/)
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drew with his eyes from a hospital

bedare generated as output so as to

be produced by different kinds of

devices. One of them is a robotic arm,

similar to those used in car factories,

customized to create graffiti on a wall.

And so a relationship is formed

between a paralysed man in a hospital

bed who can’t move anything but his

eyes, and an industrial technology

device, which suddenly becomes his

incarnation, his new body. I know that

such modification implies a great

quantity of fantasy and fiction, but

there is something interesting about

it.

And whilst speaking with some of

them at the airport on the way back

from Ars Electronica, they were saying

how this scenario could become more

and more interesting. Theo Watson

(this is the best answer to your

question) told me their final goal is to

cause the police to arrest Tempt for

his graffiti.

I repeat a concept I mentioned before

which is crucial for me: the range of

possibilities. In the field of fiction,

factors which aren’t necessarily the

most important, end up playing a

keyrole: like the fact that this is

fundamentally a group made up of

seven artists from around the world

capable of creating something that,

just a short while ago, would only

have been possible for an industry

with a high level of investment. What I

like about this project is that it shows

that every attempt to produce

something in an open and

collaborative way (from Processing to

openFrameworks and Arduino) allows

the artists to provide themselves with

the right devices to create their

discourses: in 5/7 years they have

come up with this project, and I think

it is a great success.

Barbara Sansone: How do you explain

over thirty years of solidity for Ars

Electronica festival, and its

unchanging reputation as a highly

prestigious event?

José Luis de Vicente: Above all, Ars

Electronica has something other

festivals don’t (maybe Sónar, but the

situation is slightly different): it is a

strategic cultural project for

Barcelona. That’s why Linz has been

included in the international schedule

of cultural events. In this sense, it has

a privileged status. But it deserved it. I
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really appreciate the way the

organizers understood that an art,

science and technology festival can’t

reproduce the dynamics of a biennial

art exhibition. They created a space

raising discourses and questions

during conferences, defining the

relationship between the

technological industry, the art

industry, digital activism and thought,

moving easily from one equilibrium to

another.

I have a lot of respect for what they

do, it can’t have been easy: they have

certainly fought hard to keep their

independence over the years, in every

context, andfaced with every political

and institutional change. In general I

think they have done things correctly.

Many people are sceptical and assert

that the festival helped consolidate

the creation of the new media art

“ghetto”. And indeed it is isolated

from contemporary art, as if it were a

different structure. But I honestly

believe that contemporary art has the

same percentage of responsibility, if

not more, because it is the elder sister

and had many more opportunities to

open the way.

Barbara Sansone: And what about

Transmediale?

José Luis de Vicente: My relationship

with Transmediale has always been a

little ambiguous. For example, it’s

never been strange for Ars Electronica

to extol utopianism and optimism,

topics historically associated with

cyberculture, whereas the situation is

different for Transmediale. Suspicion,

distance and cynicism have always

been the right approaches at

Transmediale. During the last two

years, things have improved, that is to

say I prefer the work that Steven

Kovacs is doing. Before, with

Transmediale, it was decided that the

new media simply did not exist, and

only made sense inside historical

movements of contemporary visual

arts and therefore wanted to delete

every distinction. I am not saying I am

a fan of distinctions: I simply believe

that sometimes the conversation and

the parameters are different. I didn’t

care if such conversation turned in

something more homogeneous or

historicist. The attempt to find past

history for everything means forcing a

fixed interpretation, decontextualising

such space from its field of work.

Barbara Sansone: What about the
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future? Where is new media art

going?

José Luis de Vicente: Changing the

etiquette is not new either. Once it

was called digital art, then during the

’90s it became electronic art, a

definition that it taken with a pinch of

salt nowadays. Again, I am not really

concerned about this. I do not agree

with those who say that new media is

dead, that it is no more a movement,

a context, a specific discourse. I don’t

think so. I don’ feel like, for example,

that it would be ideal for new media

to be absorbed by contemporary art.

It will always work the same for

different artists and art works. I don’t

foresee a day when contemporary art

will change its principles. In this way,

new media has always been a

concrete example of another kind of

culture, a culture in which the

relationship between science and art

was dealt with differently.

Instead I believe that the creation of

contexts, methods, devices and

dynamics is becoming more and more

important with respect to the

production of objects and aesthetic

devices. I think that intending this

field fundamentally as the creation of

a specific operating system or method

is as important as it was before, or

even more. The need to create

Processing, openFrameworks or

Arduino shows where the most

important things are happening, and

the necessity of producing an

infrastructure with the possibility of

starting discourses over various

contexts. That’s why I reject the idea

of being absorbed inside the four

walls of a white or black cube. That is

not where we want to stay.

We want to stay in a more fluid

relationship with social innovation,

technological and scientific

development as well as with the

change of model, the possibility to

create a third or first culture, a culture

defined not only by the humanistic,

social and political, but also by the

scientific, and way it creates these

patterns. Moreover, such culture

encourages and preserves critical

answers, far from a technology

intended as a flat and determined

exploitation, which wants to carry on

acting as a critical consciousness for

higher processes. For me, the best

thing we can do is to transform, to

expand the parameters of

conversation with other contexts.
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Barbara Sansone:  So which are the

best adapted places for such

conversation?

José Luis de Vicente: As for the

incarnation of such discourse inside

cultural industry, it depends, because

we are continuously inventing them.

For example, I am a big fan of lab and

the work they do, because their main

objectives are research processes and

the socialization of open labs, and

social innovation processes as a space

to get possession of, where visitors

become participants.

And for me, the best way to do it is to

create new institutions that have

nothing to do with preservation,

heritage, and consumption of

contents as a part of touristic-cultural

industry. Obviously, we are subject to

this. Sónar is an experience of cultural

consumption linked to the vision of

the city as a brand, just like a museum

is a prestigious object, but also of

economic value, as it increases the

touristic value of a city.

Yet in my opinion, it is always possible

to plan the research, the creation of

hypotheses and generation of

prototypes in a permeable and clear

way, so to open access in real time for

others, so as to allow a dialogue

begin. This is a new kind of space.

There was a time when I wanted to

organize great exhibitions, and say

loudly that interesting things were

happening.

Today I am not concerned that much,

because I believe such contexts are

very limited. Still, I think we must

keep expanding vocabulary, as we’ve

been doing for the last ten years: we

started with blogs, then with social

networks, and today we have enough

devices to go on.

Barbara Sansone: In conclusion: when

it comes to art, do you work only with

your mind or also with your hands?
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José Luis de Vicente: No, in fact lately,

my relationship with writing has

become complicated, and now I’m

starting to want to produce

something tangible, like books. I’m

also learning to grow tomatoes…

http://zzzinc.net/

http://www.elastico.net/

http://vimeo.com/jldevicente
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Morgan Nardi. The Charm Of New
Choreography

Massimo Schiavoni

He happened to be born in an Italian

provincial town, he learned to

understand from an early age to love

an art which is considered “minor” by

the society and with few job

opportunities. He moved on to study

dance and also to meet people and

have opportunities that could change

his life.

This happened but this was not

enough if he did not want to accept

the existing system, if you had to

compromise and wait for years to be

able to express himself completely. It

was not enough to want to create,

experiment, challenge and also make

mistakes; it was not enough as his

name is Morgan Nardi. He left Ascoli

Piceno without any fear or false

modesty, he grew up “alone” and with

the courage only those who have

everything to lose have, with the

belief that every success you are able

to obtain will only be the result of

your tenacity and professionalism.

These are some indisputable qualities

of this choreographer-performer

whose name and past are Italian. He

now lives in the north-west of

Germany. Germany offered him much

more than a contract; in Germany

meritocracy and values count more.

Morgan has no remorse, he looks

ahead and his view from outside Italy

is that of a true professional gaze; he

has the maturity and wisdom of those

who know they are innovators and

respected and well-known artists In

Germany. In Düsseldorf he found

himself � between ups and downs,

including compliments and also

inexplicably closed doors. 15 long

years have passed since he started

the school with Pina Bausch at Neuer
Tanz (working, among others, with

Wanda Golonka and Va Wölfl) and

then created the collective group

called Ludica where he met and

experimented together with

professionals such as Tanaka, Loginov
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and Micheletti. Later on he felt the

need to question himself again and to

experience his many qualities. He

became the star of a show which

broke the rules of traditional

choreography and typical theater-

dance: A one M(org)an show is his

latest event, whose dramaturgy is by

Oskar Genovese.

In this show he is , in the end, able to

understand and be understood. He

used to sign the choreographies of his

works in the past productions he

realised; its role on stage was “bound”

to his sudden appearances, to inputs

and outputs, he was the technical

director of those shows and, of

course, a performing dancer always

characterized by his peculiar presence

on stage. Morgan is a multifaceted

artist, his potential is in his body, his

voice and his mind. His creative and

constructive process have led him

today to evolve into a person with a

powerful balance and a strong

confidence, despite his insecurities

coming from the past.

The flawless “Morgantian style” comes

from some very personal movements

of abstract dance made by a delicate

body, a delightful voice and a mastery

of language. His heritage ranges from

Balanchine and Brown to “total”

director “Wilson Wagner”, from the

expressionism of Tanztheater to the

act of Robert Wilson with the

peculiarities of expression of Thierry

de Mey and Virgilio Sieni and the

contemporary performing urban

dance. In this dance he focuses on

and develops everything with

originality, with devotion and respect

towards a sensitive minimal scene

which is strippedbare in a way. He

uses white. The reason why is that

white is a colour that stands out in the

eyes of the audience as a smart and

elegant element of the visual scene

which is also typical of a certain

Socìetas from Cesena.

He has an oratorical ability which

reminds us of Gualtieri, he has vocal

and specific skills which are able to

keep the attention of the audience

brilliantly; moreover, he has the

capability to create an unusual

choreography which is always

distinct, particular, extraordinary.

Even if he chooses to use technology

he never exceeds in producing

amazing effects; everything is always

essential, perfectly in line with the
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dramatic context and essential to the

success of the global context.

His New Choreography comes from

Northrhein-Westphalia, and it will

come to Italy eventually. I would like

to thank Morgan for the interview

reported here below and for our daily

conversations about his art, life and

everything about the entertainment

world and not only that. He is a great

man and a great artist.

Massimo Schiavoni: Morgan, what did

you study here in Italy that led you to

become a dancer in the first place and

then a choreographer-director. Did

you have any other professional

experiences here in Italy before

leaving? In Germany later on – at

Neuer Tanz in Düsseldorf � what did

you do at the beginning? Can you

please explain how Ludica came to

life and why did you choose this

particular name?

Morgan Nardi: I began studying

classical ballet at the age of 9 at the

Istituto Musicale G. Spontini in Ascoli

Piceno; after having completed high

school I graduated in the RAD (Royal

Academy of Dancing in London)

method in Florence. At the same time

I was attending University

(Philosophy) but, unfortunately, I had

to stop that for financial reasons. I

attended some vocal and gestural

courses by Gabriella Bartolomei,

whose method remains a

fundamental tool of research for my

current work. I had some experiences

of dance and theater in several Italian

Lyric organizations (in theaters in

Florence, Bologna, La Scala Theather

in Milan …)

I also took part in some television

broadcasts for RAI which were

choreographed by Franco Miseria!

Before leaving for Germany I worked

with choreographers such as Fabrizio

Monteverde, and Torao Suzuki. But I

do not forget all those who

contributed to my creative growth:

Rosella Bechi, Deda Colonna,

Fernando Hiram, Antonella Agati,

Angelo Corti, Flavia Sparapani, the

Krypton theatre company and so on …

I hope I did not forget anybody! At the

Neuer Tanz, it is not possible to talk

about a single role: the dancers here

are part of the language on stage;

they live the stage together with all

the other elements involved in a play

(lighting, sound , media etc.)
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Our performing function was not

reduced to movement only: in

addition to the ballet and modern

dance lessons, we took lessons in

singing, percussion, electric guitar,

and even drawing. And we used to

interchange daily all these disciplines

in which we trained every day. It was

a unique experience but unfortunately

not a human enrichment for me. I felt

the need to find my own area of

research, and it came up shortly

afterwards. After having left the

company I met Naoko Tanaka, a visual

artist from Tokyo.

The peculiarity of her installations

really interested me, I immediately

felt I wanted to interact with them.

After one year, after trials and after

having experimented with various

methods of expression, we were

invited to organize the opening

vernissage of an exhibition in an art

gallery in D üsseldorf. I took this

opportunity to create a true

performance based on the interaction

between different materials and

languages which were present in that

space. Von Rosen was born. It was a

“tanzinstallation” which, the following

year, won the first prize at the

International Choreographic

Competition called “Tendaces” in

Luxemburg. It was 2001. In that work

we established the foundations of

what became the collective group

Ludica within a couple of years.

The choice of the name originates

from the need to neutralize the value

which could heavily customize the

direction of our work; for me the idea

was and still is the base of our

research. It is more important than

our personality. Ludica is a neutral

plural adjective in Latin. It meant for

us to get involved. It meant for us to

visibly get involved especially on

stage. We wanted to play with the

trans-versatility signs; we wanted to

undermine the sense of

representation in its usual meaning

and we wanted to become innovative

in the interchange of the languages

we used. We wanted to get lost in the

labyrinths of perception and find

ourselves in the pure simplicity of the

message.

We wanted to act with “fun” (this is

the meaning of ludica) This means

first of all cooperation, it means we

want to feel moved by others and to

give and receive help, it means we

want to accept others and be

accepted. But also competition is

involved: in particular the competitive

game between body and the media

that characterizes our times is

involved. Competition is involved in

connection with the audience: the

audience itself becomes a playmate

because they elaborate and

summarize everything they see and

hear.
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Massimo Schiavoni: Morgan, please

explain how you work in Ludica;

please also explain the creative and

organizational process of the

performance and the hierarchies and

relations with your “comrades” in this

artistic journey in Nordrhein

Westfalen. Tell me about one of the

first productions by Ludica, the

“danced” installation das
Orchideenzimmer realised in 2002;

please tell me how its dramatic and

spatial structure, the visual and

choreographic devices, the sound

structure and its message to the

audience, if there is one, came to life.

Morgan Nardi: We always starts from

an idea, a word or a vision, a space,

then a long and intense period of

research follows, it’s always like that.

This period of research can last for

months, even years and during this

period of time we usually select the

key issues that dictate working

conditions, choices, characters,

structures, timing and so on. Then in

the following phase we choose the

subject through any means which is

necessary to give life to the idea we

started from; we decide who takes

care of what, we make agreements

with manufacturers and

organizations, we also do some

rehearsals in this phase. When we do

rehearsals we try to be as prepared as

possible, but, at the same time, the

most open as possible to the

unexpected because only through an

unstable equilibrium and the balance

between control and loss of control

can we be able to really present the

idea as it is.

I have always been the coordinator of

the various languages and in a sense,

the bodyguard of the initial idea. The

idea of das Orchideenzimmer came

from Jacques Derrida’s reflections on

the theme of hospitality and the

opportunity to use an art gallery as a

place for performances. The location

was very particular, it was an L-

shaped room. For this reason we

decided to play with binary dynamics

and to place the viewer in one of the

corners.

We occupied the place for some time

and used all the elements we found

there – furniture, objects etc. � they all

helped us to find a dramatic thread.

At the time I was obsessed with the

cultivation of orchids and according to
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Chinese tradition the scent of orchids

itself can strengthen the power of

host.

The site involved in hospitality is a

place that does not belong either to

the host nor to his guest. It belongs to

the gesture with which one calls the

other: for me this is the place of

theater or performing arts. We

created an artificial world where the

normal distance between the

audience and the stage (between host

and guest) is dissolved and where the

installation (with the help of videos,

models and choreographic elements)

formed a new area which inspired the

intimate atmosphere of a closed room

at one time, a performance space at

another. For us the appearance of

each painting was intended to

suspend the senses in an almost

hallucinatory way which in the end,

finally, because of compassion, could

turn what the viewer felt into a

harmonious utopia. The sound

structure ranged from silences, to

whispers and recorded bases whose

main instrument was the piano, a

quite important object in space.

Massimo Schiavoni: Koko Doko – co-

produced with the company of Frank

Micheletti � is another of your works

based on the effects of shadows and

projections, on elegant and stylized

choreographies which are simple but

eye-catching. In this work the dancers

perform a semi-urban dance made of

“jacks” and slips, of unstable balances

and “childish” positions. In it

everything is minimsed by the use of

white in the scenography, by the use

of fans and animated walls, by the use

of chamber music everybody sees and

hears, by “lights” dancers, by you who

follow everything on stage from the

direction room with a lighthouse and

then go out on stage again later on

becoming one of the leading players .

A beautiful ending. Can you please tell

me a bit more about the design

process of this wonderful show and

about your role in particular?

Morgan Nardi: In the summer of 2005,

the European Union financed a

project called COLINA – Collaboration
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in Arts, an interfacial artistic

laboratory for 24 artists selected in 6

European countries. On this occasion

a structure in which artists were free

to perform was provided. They could

perform for a period of 2 weeks, they

could do something, undo it , try to

approach something or move away,

they could exchange experiences, do

whatever they liked for a certain

period of time. Above all they were

absolutely free to do whatever they

liked without any commitment. In this

context, Naoko and I met Frank

Micheletti (F), Ikue Nakagawa (J / F),

Sven Kuntu (EST) and Annika B. Lewis

(DK) Two projects of ours took life

from this experience: Koko Doko
(2006) and The Corner (2007-2009).

Everything took life from a lack of

ideas. These 2 works were born from

the opposite process we used to use

in our previous works. It was like

putting four infants (Ikue, Naoko,

Frank and I) together and let them

play around in a room full of

instruments, objects and surfaces to

be explored for 5 days.

It was a game of pure isolation. The

result of this experience was a so

magically perfect structure that we

were convinced we would make a real

project out of it. In a few months time

we were able to rebuild that space in

a theatrical setting, reconstructing the

glass roof of the room as well as its

white curtains; we found the ideal

compositional modulations, we used

Audiopixe ones – alias Miguel

Constantine – and above all we

created a thematic and conceptual

complex architecture. Koko Doko

plays simultaneously on two parallel

levels: the performing one and the

one linked to the direction of the play

which is visible and performing as

well. We did that in order to

emphasize the artisan and childish

do-it-yourself part of it. I co-produced

the direction and the choreographies

of it and together with Naoko we

composed the prismatic illusion of

reflections and projections.

Massimo Schiavoni: Please tell me

about the show Anmerkung 134. It is a

tribute to Pier Paolo Pasolini isn’t it?

How did this work come to your mind

and why? What did you want to

narrate, represent and, why not,

experiment in Germany with this work

of yours in which words and

choreographies are combined so

nicely and slowly?
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Morgan Nardi: I think there are more

fans of Pasolini in Germany than in

Italy! Anmerkung 134 was conceived

as a proposal by the German

composer Alex Goretzki. It was a time

when I was questioning myself a lot

about my status as a migrant, about

the historical Italian situation, about

my artistic identity and about the role

of our generation towards the

contemporary society. Even if in the

end we are invited to perform this

show only on the occasions of some

memorial festival honoring this person

we did not conceive the work because

of him. The project is a journey that

evokes our biographic reality to

Pasolini’s poetic thoughts, a journey

which joins movement, words and

silences in a dramatic fragmented

atmosphere.

I wanted our identities as artists, both

Italian and foreign and our placement

to be reflected in the caustic glance of

Pier Paolo Pasolini, a two-way glance

able to forecast the future while

dealing with the past. I would say this

is a very Buddhist vision. In this

regard, Naoko created an area of

projections and anamorphic

reflections where the audience itself

is a real character as, due to his

shadow a suburb is defined.

In this play, as in other productions,

everything happens on stage and I

interact with the performers, who are

Italians and also immigrants. We all

wear the clothes our parents wore in

the late Sixties. There are no particular

specific references to his work in this

particular play. The message of his

work is perfectly explained by the

author himself who says: “the sign

that has always dominated all my

work is this kind of nostalgia for life,

this sense of exclusion which does not

alter my love for life, it increases it.

This is the constant element of my

entire production”.

Massimo Schiavoni: What were you

aware of during the preparation and

production of your latest work “a one

stage M(org)an show” dated 2010?

This work is slightly different from all

the other works you realized. In this

show the acting (and vocalisation) is

mixed with your choreographic

elegant and graceful choreographic

style which is never too heavy and in

which white, your current leitmotiv, is

predominant in the scenography. I
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particularly appreciated the way you

fill the stage, your innate expression

and your protagonism which never

becomes presumption. Your modesty

and humility, some qualities which

come from your past experiences,

prevail. What made you come out

with this work in which you use all

your skills?

Morgan Nardi: We all remain naked in

front of the irritating question about

the meaning of life and death. Facing

this question all we can do is “build” a

sense, a belief, a certainty, a story to

make life more bearable in this period

of time that belongs only to us. 
A one

M(org)an show
 should have been a

perfect autobiography of a “Mr.

Nobody”. Exactly as God would have

done it when creating himself. I let

the spectator decide if this biography

is something true or a mere lie. What

prompted me to undertake this

challenge was the natural instinct of

survival and the irresistible need to

love and be loved that unites all

humanity. After The Corner I collapsed

into a deep sense of distrust in the

people and the institutions to which I

was strongly linked. Thus, I left Ludica

for a bit and I decided to retrace my

steps addressing a solo performance

relying only on my strength and my

qualities. It was like a reset.

But it did not cancel my relationship

with Naoko and my previous works. 

A

one M(org)an show

 is my first project

in the form of solos and I realized it

with the support of an exceptional

team formed by the visual artist Erich

Pick from Hamburg, Oscar Genovese

from the Marche and the vocal coach

Christian Wolz from Berlin. I was

inspired by some American

performance artists like Andrea

Fraser, who focuses her performances

on the institutional critique and on the

whole tradition of “one man shows”

and artistic autobiographies. I

developed a complex network in

which I defend the right to lie while

ironically breaking the duty to tell the

truth. I grow thanks to the grey areas

between truth and lies which I link to

the artistic and political realities of the

contemporary world of today.

http://www.morgan-nardi.com
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Freedom Of Creation. Open Design Will Change
The World

Marco Mancuso

Among the open (collaborative)

design experiences and the design-

Driven Innovation strategies there is a

brand new area still to be discovered.

This territory is inhabited by few

design entrepreneurs who haven’t

found a precise theoretical placement

yet and can only be mentioned for

their talent.

Questo articolo approfondirà proprio

una di esse e in particolare della

società olandese FOC: a Dutch

company, acronym of Freedom of

Creation. FOC’s strong point is the

use, sometimes even unconventional,

of one of the most advanced 3D

printing construction technologies,

united to an apparently simple and

immediate design, yet updated

thanks to the renewed conceptual

and mimesis potentialities that such

technologies provide to its designers.

This year has seen FOC’s tenth

anniversary: the time was right for its

founder, the Finnish Janne Kyttänen,

to explain how from a little enterprise,

born out of a great idea, FOC has

become a company capable of

providing creation (design), technique

(engineering) and production (rapid
manufacturing) services. The outcome

of this work, ironically summarized in

a post on the FOC’s website, is the

history of the production of new 3D

software and materials for rapid
manufacturing and the creation of a

FOC collection.

After ten years of experience, Janne

can boast collaborations with various

indoor and product design projects
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for customers by the likes of Hyundai,

Asics, Autodesk, Havana Club, Nivea,

NIKE, Rabobank, Philips and L’Oreal,

but it was with FOC’s own line of

products that granted him lots of

awards, such as the Best New Corner

Award 100% Design 2003, the Red Dot

Design Award 2005, Best New

Exhibitor Award 100% and the Interior

Innovation Award Cologne 2006.

His works and products are exposed

all around the world and some of

them have been bought in order to

embellish prestigious and permanent

design collections such as the MOMA,

FIT, MAD and Vitra Design Museum.

Moreover, his works appeared on

many design and media business

newspapers like the “Financial Times”

and “Wired”, as well as on CNN and

other TV shows

Vision

OC’s Vision complies with a

sustainable development guideline;

the ABOUT section of its website says:

“Product lifespan decreases, while the

amount of new products pushed to

the market is ever increasing. This is

not a functional global vision for the

future. Most of these products are

tailored for the unidentified masses,

which due to this fast push to market

approach, will only decrease the

design quality and increase waste on

our planet.

And most of these consumer products

are still produced via an old fashioned

(a century) mass production

infrastructure, which equals to large

stock, high manual labour, big

investments, long distance

transportation, army of employees,

etc”.

What could appear as an

opportunistic or market-oriented

choice has become FOC’s production

philosophy: it is necessary to put

some barriers to mass production,

responsible for huge amounts of

carbonic anhydride on a global scale

due to the transport of goods and

people. That’s why Kyttänen thought

it was right to answer to this

emergency, concretely exploiting,

from the very beginning, the new

chances offered by the digital

universe, decentralized and

connected by a network with the firm

belief in changing the world of

production and not only:

“Whereas MP3 changed the music

industry for ever, digital cameras did

the same for photography and digital

print enabled everybody to become a

publisher, the same transition will

happen for consumer products as well

and people will be able to create their

own products with great ease and will

not need to be bound by the selection

they can find from retail”.
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For Freedom Of Creation, to expect

the same experience in the

digitalization of music and

photography for product creation

means to avoid mass production as

much as possible, delocalize small

production as much as possible and

bring it closer and closer to the

consumer; at the same time it implies

the proposition of a potential platform

of products that remain files as long

as someone doesn’t need them,

through versions that provide

personalization options. The purchase

is mostly made online.

3D Printing technologies used by FOC

are a form of additive manufacturing

technologies, useful to create objects

by laying down successive layers of

material. Unlike milling, such

technologies don’t work by

subtracting material from monolithic

blocks or plates. In view of higher

dimensional tolerances and a lower

material hardness, the main

advantages provided by this kind of

technology are superior possibilities

of shape manipulation, because

additive technologies are

independent from the complex

movements of production prints;

other advantages are the eco-

compatibility aspect of some

materials, such as nylon, which can be

recycled for different manufacturing

purposes and simple assembling

operations, result of a more and more

precise digital engineering of the

product.

Moreover, an incomparable speed of

production has to be taken into

consideration: a speed independent

from planning, creation and setting up

of production prints, presswork time,

logistic process and stockpiles for

production and subsequently, of a

breakeven only reachable with high

number series pieces.

FOC products are planned and made

out of CAD 3D software files, like

Studio Max, Maya, Solidworks or
Cinema 4D. Such files are then

uploaded to very complex 3D printers,

connected with complicated

synthesizers, machines for

stereolithography and presswork test

techniquesthrough the use of

different materials (plastic, metals,

rubbers and composed materials,

ceramic for example). 3D printers are

not the sole printers used since the

new HP Designjet line?, far too

rudimental due its shape and too poor

in materials to assure final products to
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compete with productions.

 Freedom Of Creation’s uniqueness

It must be remembered that the FOC

experience is a perfect synthesis of

creativity, technology (born with the

objective to offer an extreme

versatility) and high commercial value.

In fact, FOC lives through a mix of

sometimes unique factors. First of all,

the unparalleled creative skill of its

founder (Kyttänen considers himself a

“digital sculptor”). FOC’s design is very

geometric and organized, and defined

as minimalist and smooth by its

author. But the whole work is based

on a third dimension of apparent

casualty: apparent because actually it

hides its inspiration under a mimesis

of nature operations (Palm Series) or

even mathematical forms (Fibonacci

Series).

FOC  products  reflect  its  founder’s

ability to mix different disciplines and

to push the limits of innovation thanks

to  his  conceptual  realization  skill.

Kyttänen’s  modus  operandi  is  very

simple  in  this  sense:  FOC  reaches

exclusivity  through  very  complex

tools,  yet  producing  aesthetically

simple  elements.  They  are  creative

products and thus almost inimitable,

given the fact they are produced with

technologies born 20 years ago at the

latest.  Moreover,  FOC  is  capable  of

keeping the planning section ready to

answer any request coming from the

m a r k e t ,  b o t h  f o r  a d  h o c  a n d

personalized  planning,  customer

requested and also technology push,

which relies on niche markets.

FOC  activated  al l  the  possible

c h a n n e l s  i n  o r d e r  t o  f e e d

communication,  both  commercial

(fairs,  shows  and  word-of-mouth

advertising)  and  digital  (web  and

social channels). Moreover, FOC uses

a high intuitive commercial approach,

otherwise  impossible  for  managing

products ranging from gift and fancy

goods  to  fashion,  from medicine  to

construction,  passing  through  the

packaging for various customers, from

neighbours  to  mul t inat iona l

companies.

These  e lements  assure  FOC’s

experience  is  not  easily  replicable,

t h u s  k e e p i n g  a w a y  t h e

“democratisation of creation” scenario

in which Kyttänen however seems to

believe: “We believe in a future where

people will  have 3D printers at their

homes  and  they  can  just  download

files  for  products  from  the  internet
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and produce them by themselves.”

Kyttänen’s thoughts seem to contain

a bit of malice though: FOC’s founder

can  certainly  be  favourable  to  the

ideas circulating all around the open
philosophy field, yet he is well-aware

that mass open design is only possible

after  having  overcome  all  the  huge

difficulties  brought  by  design  and

production-oriented  technologies.

 Freedom Of Creation products’

commercialization modes.

FOC’s products are often models,

locally reproduced by agreed

suppliers and allowing a multiple level

saving. One of FOC’s goal is to

become leader of a 3D printers

technologies global platform,

regulated by an online portal; the

company aims to reduce the costs

even for the most innovative

technologies, which according to the

law of market innovation tend to be of

hard use because of their high initial

costs.

To optimize investments means to

use at best the available machine

capacities, comparing different online

producers, thus guaranteeing the best

producers and prices to the customer,

often adapting the demand on the

production time as well (a couple of

days more, not months) and paying a

price ten times lower than usual.

History

We introduce here our interview to

FOC’s Founder, the Finnish Janne

Kyttanen, 36 years old, and a brief bio

on his life and his company’s too:

Janne got his degree at Amsterdam’s

Gerrit Rietveld Academy in 2000.

After a small period of work in

professional design, Janne got bored

of traditional approaches and wanted

to come back to an idea developed

during his studies, when he

experimented the potential use of 3D

Printing techniques for the production

of a personal design, and he decided

to create a line of products of his own

for his degree thesis.
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FOC was therefore born out of an

experimentation for a degree thesis,

and its first project was called 26 ring
cuteless (an easily printable element

with a SLS synthesizer, yet

unrealizable without relying on very

expensive costs coming from

production prints). Kyttänen then

invested all of his entrepreneurial

skills in the FOC project, believing in

the global potential of this new way of

production.

Marco Mancuso: Janne, what is 3d

printing?

Janne Kyttänen: Layer Manufacturing

is a process that allows for a CAD file

to be transformed into a solid object.

With a push of a button, the

manufacturer realizes significant

economic benefits, such as

elimination of warehouse, stock, and

assembly processes, extreme

reduction in transportation costs and

just-in-time production. FOC is the

first company specialized in and the

leading innovators of design for Layer
Manufacturing

Marco Mancuso: How do you get to

the idea of connecting 3D printing to
high-end design

?

Janne Kyttänen: It was an obvious

choice for me, since this was the only

way I could produce the design I

wanted to make. Let me just point out

that none of the products that I have

designed, have been technically

possible to be manufactured before,

so they are rather different from

traditional design products. Beyond

the new way of producing products, I

wanted to create a new way of

handling logistics, storage, waste�etc.

That means, I wanted to do pretty

much the same for products as

already happened to music,

photography, literature etc�thus

everything went digital.

Marco Mancuso: What is the essence

of Freedom of Creation?

Janne Kyttänen: Freedom Of Creation

believes in a future where data is the

design product, and where products

are distributed in the same way

images and music travel through the

internet today. FOC visions a future

where storage is virtual, and the

materials used for creating tangible

products can be recycled and reused

for any future creation people’s hearts

desire.

FOC’s work has something
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revolutionary, its products and

services are part of a new movement

that is changing the world. The

journey of FOC started in 2000 with

creating products for interior design.

The company has come a long way

and is now spreading the FOC’s

message to a vast selection of clients

in all areas of product development all

around the globe

Marco Mancuso: Do you identify

certain FOC product lines as

traditional and others as innovative?

Janne Kyttänen: All of our designs are

innovative, otherwise it would not

make sense for us to realize them. We

use a unique technology that allows

us to create shapes and structures like

it had not been possible before, so

even if at first sight for example one

of our lighting designs seems to have

a traditional outer shape, you just

need to have a closer look at the

pattern to understand that these are

very special pieces, innovative and

fascinating, mysterious and beautiful.

Marco Mancuso: Whom would you

consider your ideal customer? Do you

consider them to be a ‘niche’

costumer or a design innovation

enthusiast?

Janne Kyttänen: We have so many

clients�from big ones like Nokia, Asics,

Hyundai, Heineken, Feadship etc. to

the local butcher�I don’t really know

how they all come to us, but a lot of it

is word of mouth and they just see our

work in the media. We from FOC love

this variety of customers, as it keeps

us open minded. One project can

influence the other, give you new

challenges or ideas.

Marco Mancuso: Can you explain how

the Talent FOC project works? Why

did you find it necessary opening a

place for new talents?

Janne Kyttänen: FOC Talents is the

first step in decentralizing FOC’s

product development, further utilizing

the digital background of 3D printing

and expanding internet accessibility.

Following the brief provided by

renowned creative personalities,

young designers are selected to

submit their creations to the FOC jury.

All the designs that match the design

brief are produced and

commercialized by FOC or one of its

partners. The first FOC Talents

competition brief was created by

jewellery designer Ted Noten and

published January 1st, 2010, where
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Noten challenged the FOC Talents to

develop a new wedding ring design.

As part of the submission, the Talent

had to clearly show to have

researched the phenomenon of

wedding-rings throughout history and

different cultures, and create a design

for which 3D Printing and nylon

materials were the only option for its

realization. This very clear and

detailed brief helps young designers

to grow, to carefully think of the

content of their projects and the need

of their customers.

Marco Mancuso: What does it means

for you “digital culture”? Do you think

that FOC items are a product of

digital culture?

Janne Kyttänen: FOC was born at the

same time as “digital culture”. We

anticipated this trend and have

explored and developed 3D printing

technologies since the very first days

of this new phenomenon.

Nevertheless you might not think of

digital culture while looking at our

designs. Most of them are just subtle

beauties that can also be appreciated

and understood by someone who has

never even turned on a computer.

However, the world is quickly

changing and this decade has given

people in various fields of life the

opportunity to become the star they

always wanted to be. Be it cooking,

dancing, singing or becoming a video

artist, through all the new talent

platforms and networks, it all seems

possible today. The same will also

happen to our new designs, which will

give the people more freedom to

interact with the designs online and

have their wildest dreams come true.

Marco Mancuso: Have you got a

partner in Italy?

Janne Kyttänen: Our partner in Italy is

HSL Italia with the .exnovo project.

We have just started up our

collaboration this year and are looking

forward to doing great things

together.

http://www.freedomofcreation.com/
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Cao Fei: Demolishing The Virtual. Rmb City And
The Crisis Of Art-reality

Robin Peckham

Chinese artist Cao Fei formally

launched her last major project, RMB
City, almost two years ago in January

2009. Nearing the end of its

predetermined lifespan, the Second

Life platform should come to an end

within the next several months.

At this juncture I have been

attempting to take the pulse of the

virtual community as a whole,

speaking with current and former

collaborators on 
RMB City

, collectors,

writers, and other interested

observers in order to figure out how

to measure the success or failure of

the digital metropolis. See below for a

summary of the findings so far; next

month in this space we will continue

this survey with a debriefing on

Chinese art in Second Life.

Cao Fei first began bringing the art

world into Second Life by

documenting her own ongoing

explorations of the platform with

iMirror, included in the Venice

Biennale in 2007. Marking the

beginning of an ongoing engagement

with Second Life, that video

introduced the avatar China Tracey as

an alternative identity for the artist:

sexy, female, dark hair in the style of

Saior Moon. This figure has continued

to appear within “RMB City,” which

was first presented in video form.

There then followed the construction

of “RMB City” as a platform, a virtual

topography packed full of visually

recognizable Chinese icons and

architectural landmarks: an Erguotou

liquor bottle, a hanging CCTV Tower, a

rusting Bird’s Nest, a panda, and the

Oriental Pearl Tower. One local art

writer has described the graphic style

of this digital assemblage as that of

“the young hairdresser apprentices in

Chinese cities who try to cram every

hairstyle they know onto their own

heads by way of advertisement.” That

is to say, perhaps a bit messy, but also

harboring the possibility of a

productive clash between shape and
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connotation.

 After RMB City was built, its major

purpose has been to enact

collaborations with external figures

and the project team managing the

virtual community under the direction

of Cao Fei. In Love Letter, for example,

visitors could pay for Chinese novelist

Mian Mian, author of Panda Sex, to

pen a personal love letter. NOLAB in
RMB City marked a partnership with

Hong Kong architectural studio MAP

Office, exploring the structural

possibilities of the rebuilding of post-

Katrina New Orleans by offering a

virtual space of potential energies.

This, it seems, is the ultimate power of
RMB City

 and indeed Second Life in

general: to provide the possibility of

another world, and to pose

hypothetical questions about

transformations within a virtualized

world.

Known as 
RMB City

 in English, the

name in Chinese, Renmin Chengzhai,
would actually be more properly

translated as the “Walled City of the

People.” Taken in tandem, as some

has reflected, these conventions of

naming and translation demonstrate

in parallel the two universal cliches of

art presented to a virtual public: an

overdetermination of participatory

effect (“the people”) and the symbolic

exchange between the virtual and

reality (“RMB”).

This city is then an intersection of

these two directions, the path of

symbolic exchange consolidated by

the possible exchange between

Linden dollars and U.S. dollars. In

addition, the project calls implicitly for

a certain degree of social criticism, as

the urban landmarks open for free

access in Second Life, remain

untouchable in reality for most

common people. In the same way,

land purchase in Second Life

corresponds with a measure or irony

to the status of property rights in

China (leading, no doubt, to a

disastrous set of jokes about real

estate speculation “in the cloud”).

The act of seeking a weak escape into

alternative possibilities in virtual

reality, or simply doing whatever is

banned or impossible in reality, seems

to look back to the now humorous

follies of early film: one curator points

out a particular resemblance to the

1933 film Mickey’s Gala Premier, in
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which Greta Garbo and Mickey Mouse

shared the same stage.

The critique most often heard with

relation to RMB City is that it does not

attempt to excavate the unique

properties of Second Life. The virtual

world does, to some degree, have its

own culture, characterized by kink

dungeons, real estate kiosks, and

brilliantly crafted virtual objects, but

many of these elements would be

considered failures by the original

designers of the platform, who hoped

for genuine interpersonal exchange.

Refusing to engage with the failures,
RMB City instead assumes that

Second Life is an ideal platform–a

space without place–lacking any

preexisting cultural milieu.

As a result, when Cao Fei attempts to

inject her own art world cultural into

the city, the digital arrangement of

spaces and volumes feels hollow.

Unlike narrative video games, death in

Second Life is purely voluntary:

instead of two deaths, the symbolic

and the real or ultimate, death in

Second Life can only be real–or, more

properly, virtual. The refusal to engage

with such determining factors means

that the space of “RMB City” can be

transferred into any particular video

game engine, a floating island of

virtual spectacle devoid of cultural

meaning.

The project has been exhibited a

number of significant events on the

art world calendar, from Basel, Frieze,

and Artissima to the Sao Paulo

Biennial and the “New Yorker”. And

like the works of other star artists,

RMB City has been prone to doubt

and criticism. Interestingly, however,

negative comments from members of

the non-digital art world usually stem

from the obsolescence of Second Life

(at least as a topic of academic and

creative interest). I have heard, time

and time again in China and

internationally, that there is not

enough “newness” to qualify this

space as new media art.

Of course, within the conversations of

new media we have long ago

bracketed the notion that reliance on

cutting-edge technology is the only

criteria for inclusion, preferring the

view that what makes media art good

lies instead in how it redeems its own

technological or mediated body

through a new experience of

perception, either in terms of its own
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reception or in terms of the vision of

the audience.

Ultimately, however, 
RMB City

 is a

realm of spectacle intended primarily

for visual consumption. Like its 
Yak

Horn 
project in specific, which

proposed a Guggenheim for the

virtual city, the platform as a whole

does not create a void, defined as an

emancipated negative presence

waiting to be filled by the discourses

of imagination, but rather produces

limitations of the same imagination.

These restrictions are able to give rise

to such a void, but here the form

takes a colorful visual

representation–a vertigo that serves

only to blind itself.

That projects like this one have

desisted in pushing at the boundaries

between the virtual and the real

perhaps has something to do with the

emergence of a technological actual:

where is the culture of 

RMB City

 to

complement the cultures of Second

Life? Was 

RMB City

 ever virtual? Or

has it always been a phenomenon of

first life?

http://www.caofei.com/biography.ht

ml
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Tv/arts/tv – Beyond The Screen! An Interview
To Valentina Valentini

Herman Mendolicchio

The combination is hot, at first sight.

In the exhibition at Arts Santa Monica

in Barcelona – in this beginning of

autumn 2010 – we think, reflect and

make questions on the convoluted

and controversial relationship

between Art and TV. TV / ARTS / TV is

a multi-directional path that starts

from the ’60s and ends to the present

day: works that are now part of art

history and current trials of young

artists / researchers straddling art and

new technologies, give life to a

project that provides multiple points

of view concerning TV medium.

A project that, as stressed by the

curator Valentina Valentini, is a

research, a survey, a question that

arises from “a desire, a need and an

instance of knowledge”. Since the

early enthusiasms to the first

suspicions; from illusions caused by

electronic devices to the criticism of

the instrumental and trade use of the

medium; from the utopia of

transformation to the arrival of the

video; from the dark power of the “TV

show” to the many strategies of

counter-information……”Art & Tv” topic

seems to offer many insights.

The exhibition, the research carried

out and the theoretical discourse that

we find behind it, show clearly this

dual nature and this ambiguous

relationship between television and

art. This influence of one over the

other, that is sometimes inspiration

and sometimes corruption. The

ambivalence of the means of mass

communication, be it television from

yesterday or Internet from the day

running, is the most common and

widespread feeling.
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The arts – especially the video – in this

unequal power relationship, have

launched their assault and highlighted

the ambiguities of the TV production

and consumption system.

Unfortunately, generations of people

were influenced by the television

model of appearance and

superficiality, to which art in its many

forms can oppose important and

illuminating, but still too weak,

alternatives. A reflection on the

medium and its functions, in this age

“in which we’re all throwing the TV

away from home”, is necessary and

obligatory. I spoke directly with

Valentina Valentini, director of TV /

ARTS / TV at Santa Monica whom I

thank for his availability, about the

exhibition, the artworks exposed and

the various considerations arising

from the subject.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: Arts

and Television: a dangerous and

contradictory relationship…

Valentina Valentini: There has always

been a suspicion, at least as a bias,

from the art in relation to television,

as there was a suspicion in the early

70′s by many visual artists about new

technologies and video in particular.

Not only by visual artists, but also by

cinema. Umberto Eco in Apocalittici e
Integrati photographed a position

towards the mass media and new

technologies that lasted for many

years. The situation has changed in

the 80s. We could say that a sort of

instinctive revulsion is normal. Yet,

when I started working on this

research – the exhibition is the result

of a research project, not just a

selection of works and artists – I

realized that was not always so.

If we read the Nam Jun Paik’s

manifestos in the years ’69-’70, the

’68-’69 Fluxus ones, Richard Serra and

especially many American artists

manifestos or even the TV Manifesto
by Lucio Fontana, we can see that

television, for some artists, fueled an

utopia of change. The Fontana’s

manifesto, for instance, was signed by

a number of artists who saw in

television the opportunity to

transform the relationship between

the viewer and art. Let’s think about

an experience like that of Gerry

Schum in Germany in ’68, when he

said: “Why do we still go to visit the

exhibitions in the galleries? We have

the television, let’s change tv in a

virtual gallery”. On that occasion
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Schum commissioned to twenty

international artists, a series of works

conceived specifically for the

television screen. Or, let’s think about

the idea created by some artists in

America who could manage some

channels with programs for artists

between the 70s and 80s.

Rereading the history of art through

this relationship and this perspective,

we discover lots of magazines with

articles from the United States,

stating: “Make your on TV, buy a light

video camera, etc”. From these

examples, a number of alternative

practices were created that spread

from counter-information to

community TV, from cable TV and the

artistic video to intelligent television.

Practices, reflecting on how to

penetrate the system to create holes

in the network.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio:TV

can be defined as a controversial

medium dominated by business

interests and advertising. Does this

exhibition wants to redeem

television?

Valentina Valentini:Absolutely not!

Television, like medium and system,

has always been against the artists. If

it opened some spaces, were only

parentheses, fleeting and provisional.

If we think about how many artists in

Italy were given a commission by the

television, there are very few and

most of the time their works were not

even broadcasted. Channal Four in
Britain is perhaps the only one who

stands out because it had fueled a

series of directors, including film and

video, broadcasting their works. But

most of the time, in Germany, Spain,

etc., there were very rare spaces

opened by television. Artists have

always been out of television

programming.

So, here TV is not redeemed as a

system and commercial production

apparatus, whether public or private.

It is redeemed because you are

invited to rethink the medium and

what utopias, hopes, experiences has

also fueled through experimentation

and production of video works. The

video has been the conscience, the

mirror, pointing towards the

television. The video has parodied the

genre, has sacked the TV, has used its

archive to create different works, the

scratch television, etc. From this point

of view, TV as a system of production

and consumption system, has fueled
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an interesting thought.

The television had a domestic use. So,

some artists said: “We can let the

museum, the art, the gallery in the

houses.” At the same time, television

was also related to the condition of

spectatorship. So, Vito Acconci, Judith

Barry and others, wrote essays about

the viewers and the Tv consumers.

These reflections, fueled by TV, must

be watched right now, in a time when

we’re all throwing the TV away from

the houses.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio:What

are the influences between Art and

TV?

Valentina Valentini: At the beginning,

the project – which is on the TV and

the arts in general – also included an

investigation into disciplines like

theater and cinema. How television

stimulated production – call it

alternative, transgressive, parody,

criticism – of artists who used new

technologies. But the project also

analyze how television shaped some

languages. In theater, and also in

cinema, we can measure, understand

and evaluate how some shows are

profoundly shaped by television

facility. It may be the comedy, may be

the kind of conversational playing,

may be the direct apply to the viewer:

in each case, there are many elements

that make you understand how the

languages of television influenced,

shaped and corrupted others

languages.

Herman Bashiron

Mendolicchio:Quoting a title from an

Antoni Muntadas’ artwork: is video

television?

Valentina Valentini:We could do a

collection of slogans about television,

from Bill Viola to Muntadas. In

conceptual times, the title was the

artwork itself. It is clear that, in the

period in which Muntadas made that

video, he pointed out the main

difference between the TV, enslaved

and sold, and the artistic practice that

used the electronic device. But the

second one was completely different

because it aimed at the TV and

because it worked in opposition to

what were the mechanisms and

conventions of television. So, the

question of Muntadas is rhetoric. With

a negative answer.
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Herman Bashiron

Mendolicchio:Between Art and TV,

what we find in common is the image.

Gary Hill has spoken about the “image

as a virus”. The image is the center of

communication and TV is its first

engine. Manipulation, distraction,

illusion, the spectacle of everyday life:

how Art is opposed to these

devastating effects determinated by

the image?

Valentina Valentini:Let’s think about

an artist like Bill Viola, who is present

in this exhibition only with the

Reverse Television video work. Bill

Viola slows images down. Artists have

many different strategies. The most

common is to slow the image down. If

the TV speeds up, the artist slows

down and displays the image. If the

TV makes the word an image, the

video – think about Gary Hill – does

not use the word and enhances the

image, even through the sound

image, or enhances the word with the

caption, as Godard did. If TV is a

blurred flow, the video is stratification

and thickness of images. If TV is the

beginning, climax and end, the video

is the breaking of the narrative mode,

so the viewer must find a path into

pictures that no longer have the

linearity of the TV or cinema. No more

scrolling in one direction: the concept

of up, down, right, left has completely

overturned. The image becomes a

mosaic. The strategies, invented by

art and video, are many indeed. Let’s

think, for instance, about a British

group of the 80s, Gorilla Tapes: as

soon as Margareth Thatcher took the

power, they used the TV broadcasting

to completely changed the news

through an assembly, making them

appear quite different than the

original TV message.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio:An

exhibition that looks at the past and

the future. From analog archeology to

digital. What curatorial path did you

build up?

Valentina Valentini:First, I work

studying, doing researches, not

thinking about those cool artists who

are on the market or are friend of

mine. About the history, it is a

fundamental element of investigation

to me. But I’m interested in that

history, as Foucault said, in which

there are breaks, in which there is no

consequential of facts as badly

teached in history textbooks. There is

a story where there are black holes.

The story I like is the one that raises
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questions and jumps. This exhibition is

a question, where a sense of history is

included. Then, meeting a young artist

like Ivan Marino, came up with this

idea of building a debate on the role

of TV in the future and in this century.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio:In the

exhibition, there is a work dedicated

to Dan Graham….

Valentina Valentini:Dan Graham is an

American artist who works extensively

on television, who makes some

reflections on the role of television

and video. He considers the video as a

mirror, as a window between the

inside / outside. It seemed to me so

symbolically important to put him in

the center of this exhibition.
Production / Reception is a work that

was never realized. He never realized

due to economic problems, because

in ’76 he had to install a cable

television in a studio and in a family

for long and send the shooting, night

and day, on a third channel to make

this work. It is a didactic work,

illustrative of speculation and

research of the artist: on the one hand

we see how the information is packed

and the other as it is received. In this

way, aware of each other, we can mix

the channels. I asked to Dan Graham if

he wanted to realize the project here

and now. For a couple of months we

had the illusion that this idea could

move forward. Then he retired and

chose to leave his project unrealized.

So I asked to two artists,

Canecapovolto and Ivan Marino, to

work on the project. In this sense, it

has become a tribute to Dan Graham.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio:The

exhibition moves from enthusiasm of

tv as a medium, to criticism.

According to you, it will happen the

same with Internet and new audio-

visual tools?

Valentina Valentini:It’s already

happened. When Internet appeared, it

seemed to brush up the same illusions

created by the electronic devices, the

light camera, etc. Illusions such as:

democracy, freedom of information,

creativity at your fingertips, access…

Also Internet is ambivalent. There are

experiences like the Community TV, in

which hybrid artists give tasks to the

users of their website: let’s make a

photo, sing a song, write a diary, etc.

After that, the users who responded

to these tasks, deposit their contents
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in the website so the artist can picks

them up and transforms it as he likes.

There are several examples of

“relational” art which are very

ambiguous.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio: So,

do you think criticism and distrust will

ultimately prevail?

Valentina Valentini:It is not just a

matter of distrust. Also Walter

Benjamin, one of the first

theoreticians of mass communication

systems, has always had an

ambivalent thought. Film and

photography approach the work, but

destroy the aura. At a time when the

display cuts off the ritual dimension,

there is a loss. In this ambivalence,

there is a loss and a benefit at the

same time. Comunication in cinema,

for instance, goes to affect the viewer

directly. The viewer is targeted and

the 

cum templum

 mechanism, the

one of contemplation in which he/she

decides the times of looking and

decoding, is tampered. In any case,

the technological devices contain this

dual nature. They are neither positive

nor negative, neither apocalyptic nor

integrated.

http://www.artssantamonica.cat/
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